Downtown Plaza Results – Survey closed 10.31.2017
Report generated November 1st 2017, 10 am MDT

Note: 1835 Responses were recorded
All responses are included – no edits have been made to the responses.

Welcome to the Bountiful Downtown Plaza Survey

Mayor Lewis and the Bountiful City Council are eager to receive your input on the future Bountiful City
Plaza to be located south of 100 South and west of 100 East (as noted in the map below).
The Plaza is envisioned to be an anchor for Bountiful's downtown, generating activity and providing a
dedicated space for community events.
Thank you in advance for taking a few short minutes to let us know your thoughts and preferences .
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The Purpose of this Survey:





Review and confirm previous public ideas for the Plaza
Generate new ideas - we are far from the "finish line!"
Guide the Plaza planning process
Provide you with an opportunity to share feedback on the goals of the Plaza
This survey will remain open through October 31, 2017.
*Please share this survey with your friends and neighbors - we value all input!
Note: You may take this survey on a smartphone. However, due to the large number of
pictures included, optimal viewing will be achieved on a desktop computer, laptop, or tablet.

Plaza Project Background:








Investment in this area is an investment in Bountiful's future.
The Plaza will compliment Main Street by providing a unique outdoor gathering space and community
amenities.
Beyond establishing a great place for Bountiful's residents, development of the Plaza will encourage
investment in downtown Bountiful by expanding the number of people that visit the area and
increasing visibility of Historic Main Street.
The Plaza will highlight and build upon the character of Bountiful.
How We Got Here and Where We are Going:
Between August 2016 and January 2017, Bountiful City engaged the community in several planning
processes. We appreciate the ideas you have provided so far!
We've taken your feedback and have identified a number of desired amenities along with five (5)
specific goals for the Plaza.
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Goal 1 - Add Vitality to Bountiful's Historic Downtown
Goal 2 - Generate Activity to support Main Street Businesses
Goal 3- Design a Great Place for Families to Enjoy Everyday Fun
Goal 4 - Add Space to Accommodate and Grow Special Community Events
Goal 5 - Honor the Character and History of Bountiful

Now that we've outlined the goals which you've helped us identify...

The Plaza will serve Bountiful and our community for generations and the design possibilities are wide
open. The Plaza can be modern, traditional, or anywhere in-between.
We are in the early stages of planning and are very excited to learn your vision for the Plaza. In next
several questions we invite you to identify your preferences for the elements you find most inviting and
interesting.
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Water Features: One of the most frequently requested elements to surface in our public input process is the
idea of incorporating a water feature into the new Plaza.
There are vast choices in water features. Below you
will find images showing a variety of different types of water features. Click on the images with features you like
the most. Your choice will be framed in RED. (You may choose more than one.)

Answer

%

Count

19.76%

615

16.54%

515

14.26%

444

10.47%

326

7.84%

244

12.37%

385

Jameson Sq - showing options of water off and on

Simple splash pad w 3-4 ft fountains

Large runnels (picture from St. George Town Park)

Passive: low level mist fountains with lights and boulders

Washington, Ut Water feature

Interactive Water Feature near St. George, UT

4

8.87%

276

9.89%

308

100%

3113

Boulder Splash pad with 10 foot high fountain bursts

Splash pad on checkerboard hard scape
Total

5

Play Time! Having fun is something we never outgrow. Whether you are 3 or 93, you probably like to have fun.
Activities bring families and communities together. A repeated theme in the feedback we've received is the need to
incorporate features that invite active participation. Click once on the images showing the active features you like
the most - the images you like within the collage will turn GREEN. Double clicking an image signifies a strong
dislike and will cause the image to turn RED. Clicking a third time will deselect an item and allow you to start over
#

Question

Dislike

#

Neutral

4

Cylinders

5

#

14.39%

223

60.97%

945

Old School-Concrete Games

9.74%

151

66.97%

6

Water Pump

11.94%

185

7

Water Sidewalk

7.87%

8

Small Runnels

9

Like

#

Total

24.65%

382

1550

1038

23.29%

361

1550

65.61%

1017

22.45%

348

1550

122

73.16%

1134

18.97%

294

1550

7.81%

121

54.39%

843

37.81%

586

1550

Climbing Wall

10.71%

166

43.35%

672

45.94%

712

1550

10

Skate Sidewalk

30.58%

474

50.45%

782

18.97%

294

1550

11

Large Runnel

12.19%

189

54.19%

840

33.61%

521

1550

12

Ice Skating

8.45%

131

40.32%

625

51.23%

794

1550

Additional visualization of preferred Water Feature
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Public Art: Public Art is increasingly finding its way into our shared spaces; it can bring people
together, spur conversation, and provide a great backdrop for spontaneous pictures and social
media posts. Who knows? It may just inspire our next generation of artists! Below you will find a
selection of public art pieces. What intrigues you? Click once on the features you like the most
- the images you like within the collage will turn GREEN. Double clicking an image signifies a
strong dislike and will cause the image to turn RED. Clicking a third time will deselect an item and
allow you to start over

Question

Dislike

Neutral

Like

Total

1 Bench Art

13.80%

212

52.28%

803

33.92%

521

1536

2 Puff Ball

10.48%

161

55.40%

851

34.11%

524

1536

3 Pied Piper

8.33%

128

37.30%

573

54.36%

835

1536

4 Living Water

14.52%

223

53.32%

819

32.16%

494

1536

5 Big Sphere

15.82%

243

50.59%

777

33.59%

516

1536

6 Old Man

18.82%

289

72.20%

1109

8.98%

138

1536

7 Tube of Flowers

20.57%

316

50.00%

768

29.43%

452

1536

Additional visualization of preferred Public Art
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Sit Back and Relax: Absolutely essential to any successful Plaza/gathering space is somewhere
you and your friends can sit back and relax. We now invite you to "pull up a chair" or at least
click on the seating choices you like the most. Your choice will be framed in RED. (Once again,
you may choose more than one.)
Answer

%

Count

9.40%

397

9.56%

404

27.60%

1166

5.00%

211

15.53%

656

10.32%

436

Free standing curving wood slat bench

Individual seats with small table tops

Landscape integrated wooden w backs

Large concrete rectangle/play feature

Seating around the tree

Open space – bring your own seat/blanket

8

11.15%

471

11.43%

483

100%

4224

Jameson Sq-Landscape blocks

Landscape integrated concrete w backs
Total

Additional visualization of preferred seating
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Open Space:
Please Walk on the Grass! Open space is an integral part of any community.
Whether you and your friends are having a picnic, simply relaxing, flying a kite, or a thousand
other activities, this space is something we share - a place where memories will be made. Help
us know which one (1) of the following options most closely matches your preference for the open
space in the Plaza. (The option you select will be framed in red.)
#

Answer

1

%

Count

20.67%

284

22.63%

311

2.98%

41

13.17%

181

40.54%

557

100%

1374

Formal w large grass area-fountain at end

2
Informal w l large grass area

5
Decorative paved area with trees

3
Raised grass w perimeter seating

4
Formal symmetrical area-Fountain in middle
Total

10

Another visualization of Open Space preferences:

Plaza Features: Pease review and rank each individual Plaza feature listed below as to its
importance in adding vitality to downtown and increasing activity to support for businesses
Goals #1 and #2 (Sliding scale from "Not Important" on left to "Very Important" on right.)
Field
Improvements to the Plaza, such as fixed power, that will allow the Farmers Market to
expand.
Maintain vehicular access along 200 South for daily use while allowing a design option
to permit closure in association with select special events.
Incorporate a new public library (replacing the existing library) in a space adjacent to
the Plaza as a part of the overall design.
Design adequate parking for daily activities and to be readily converted into a large
festival court for special events.
Public restrooms that are open year-round to serve visitors to Main Street as well as
events and activities hosted in the Plaza.
Small stage area for music and special events.
Interactive water feature to create an enjoyable, vibrant space for families. Note: the
water feature will be designed to easily turn-off and transform into a decorative
element
Suggest and rank another design feature that you feel would add vitality to Bountiful's
downtown area and support the Main Street Businesses.

Mean Count
6.80

1314

5.71

1241

5.14

1226

6.55

1295

7.41

1309

5.39

1266

6.75

1284

6.71

633
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Another visualization of Plaza Features results (as pertaining to Goals #1 and #2)
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Suggest and rank another design feature that you feel would add vitality to Bountiful’s downtown
area and support the Main Street Businesses.
Consistent architectural design matching existing downtown buildings. No glass box buildings or modern buildings. Water feature
already exists in front of Post Office so something other than another similar fountain would be nice. An all season item that lends to
the design and complements the personality of Bountiful; i.e. carousel, narrow gage train, covered wagon, etc.
Historical plaques about the area and rental bikes.
Lots of seating and shade
interactive sculpture
Historic looking design, nothing to funky.
Veterans Memorial
chalk art wall
Somewhere to dance, put a qtr in the meter if there isn't live music.
I would live to see a closed in pavilion tgat could be opened completely on one side to be used year round heated with solar panels,
restrooms on each end open to the public year round. The bricks salveged from Stoker School could be used inside for a feature wall
of history, war memorial, and this strucute could be used year round by the citizens, farmers market when it's raining, music concerts,
picnics , a place to get warm from snow play in winter. A pkace to sit & read & enjoy,the scenery. A place to hold special food tastings
from local restaurants. A building that could easily be opened for summer air or closed with large window doors to be used in bad
weather. A YEAR round meeting place.
shaded seating for our hot summers
Love the idea of ice skating w/firepits in winter
Off street parking
ice skating
my priority is lots of open space! whether that's grass or public areas, fountains, etc, openness is key
more green space
Splash pad/park
design for more local owned restaurants on Main Street (not chains) food brings people to spaces
vetran memorial
soccer
Downtown needs bars and bistros
ADD TREES do make a giant parking lot. Keep the small town feel. What ever option is decided upon please keep the styling with the
old town feel of bountiful. The "new" modern look would be extremely disappointing! Family friendly not all about bringing revenue but
rather a space that is space and family friendly.
statues and trees
Fun art and sculptures
Library
We have the most beautiful Bountiful park already. It is an amazing gathering place. We do need a conference room, or meeting place
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that people can gather together, not just green grass that is only used in the summer. The green is super important for the summer, but
we do not have any meeting rooms for groups to meet in or gather in. Or, we could allow groups to use the city hall that we already
have to meet in. There is a serious need for indoor events, but I am not sure we need a new building if we could just use the buildings
we already have for the citizens, not just the government workers. I really like the idea of something that would bring people to main
street to help the businesses. I like a gathering place, we just need to be very careful before we proceed and make sure it will meet our
needs and not put us into debt. Thank you so much for the chance to weigh in!
No new City Hall...
try to locate an ice cream and treats business adjacent to the plaza that is open in the EVENINGS for families to buy treats; also lots of
shade trees
We need a performing arts center for plays and entertainment as such
Have some design covered areas for picnics other than grass
A tasteful bar/tavern.
You ruined the plaza by tearing down the old school. Nothing will ever be as good!
Parking for Food Trucks
playgroud
Park like enviornment
More parking
solar power
Bike and other transportatiom
Beautiful flowers.
Basketball Courts, volleyball, bocce ball, etc
designated pet areas, some do not want dogd allowed everywhere.
I like moving the library there; it will draw many people
I THINK IT IS PIPE DREAM
Water and power for farmers market or food truck and concerts. Restrooms are a priority when there is a fattening of people
large open space/park
A mid block pedestrian connection/alley way between Main Street and the Plaza
Pedestrian only street along 100 South
I don't think anything you suggested will add to business in downtown
Trees and green space, places to sit/shade.
local transit loops, residences to mainstreet
dog park
We have Bountiful Park 4 blocks away, with plenty of parking. Why do we need a plaza which will be smaller, require parking in
neighborhoods, and will only encourage more homeless in downtown Bountiful??? Another open space will not draw commerce, and
this large space will not be useable much during the cold months. We already have a beautiful indoor ice rink which tax payers are
already paying for. What is driving the perceived need for a plaza?? Why does this survey not have places for us to provide input as
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to whether we believe a plaza is appropriate?? Again, the citizens are having no say as to whether we believe we need a plaza. Why
does the City Council and Mayor still not listen to the citizens and give us an opportunity to say yes or no as to whether we should build
a plaza?? Unfortunately, this one-sided survey is slanted solely towards building a plaza.
Library!
Food truck accomodations in parkinglot
vendor area
Parking, maybe multi level as parking is an issue for shopping and events
Better businesses as a draw
Open grassy space
No feature
bicycle racks and access
no cars on main street
fields to play ball
Fountain
Accessible park for special needs children
display on history of Bountiful
table/chair areas for outdoor eating/conversations
Area needs to have good natural shade - lots of trees
ICE Rink in winter.
Alternating different artists to display their work on the plaza and not to have a "set" display.
No street closures except for special events
Historical visitors center
Encourage busking
Grass and seating
Business Space or space for restaurants with outdoor seating
open space
Children's Museum
Trees
playground with ziplines
something like the amphitheatre at Canyons Ski Resort.
Basketball Court/Skate Park
Shaded seating areas
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Theatre
playground with new modern structures
Statues or art representing our past history
Good higher end Restaurants
I think you should clean up 500 South. The Bank of Ameriican Fork is the only nice looking building on 500 South. Down East Home as
well. The rest needs a face lift. Get rid of the ecig shops and title loan stores. Or make all the signs uniform. It really looks like trash.
Allow dogs!
memorial of Stoker Bldg
shady seated areas
outdoor theater stage
Include ADULT play features (chess/checkers) and both grass and sitting areas
Veteran's Memorial statue
Event space available for rental, similar to Gallivan Hall in SLC's Gallivan Center.
green bicycles
like Gilbert AZ library downtown
Don't waste resources on this project
unique, fun playground (like Orem City Park)
Trees and places to sit.
area to rest while doing day to day shopping and eating on Main Street
shade areas and seating areas
Better connect plaza to Main st...along 200 south and 100 south. Cannot be hidden away/hard to find. Should draw people in...
Add even more parking to accomodate downtown events, and limit main street parking to two hours so that main street employees do
not block spaces all day that could be used for their customers.
Veteran Memorial/Police/Etc
Baseball fields
A new library would be excellent
Some sort of bike path
Picnic Tables
apartments, for all people that want to stay In Bountiful
ice skating rink
Lots of large trees
There is not much space. Don't waste it in a new library or more parking than necessary. Water feature and relaxing space imperative!!
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Completely close 200 S
Ice rink that becomes useable space in summer
Security personnel to avoid homeless in the area
Relax and sit
Permanent kiosks with awnings for beauty for local people to become self-sufficient
extra parking
restaraunt with liquor license
adequate shade so people want to linger and stay--even on hot days.
Better liquor laws so restaurants want to be on main st
Free Wifi
A city hall
DON'T CUT DOWN THE TREES THAT LINE 100 SOUTH
Beautiful big trees
Park/skate park/ice skating
don't do anything
Either shade trees or some kind of installed shade mechanisms for hot summer days
tables for families to eat
Special events
Shaded areas for summer heat protection.
Children's Art Center
an open grass area kept for events
Shadded areas
Coffee Shop
A children's museum like the I one in St George
A beautiful park like memory grove or international peace gardens. We don't have anything like that in Bountiful. Our parks are
currently grass, picnic tables, and slides, swings, etc. Se don't have a park that is beautiful with nice trees, shrubs, and flowers. When
the new park was being built on Mill street I was hoping it wouldn't be another playground park, but a beautiful more picturesque park
water feature to fill water bottles. Like in Barcelona
Outdoor speakers for ambiance. Also can be used for performances. I feel areas for performances to be key as they provide versatility
and attract large amounts of people to the area.
The area have lots of lighting. The area around there is used by hundreds of dancers and church events. We would like it to be a place
where we feel safe to be at night.
Outdoor iceskating
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Playground, rock climbing, kid friendly museum
playground
Public amphitheatre
anything that would attract skateboarders
Food trucks/street vendors
Look at the City park and you tell me is there is a justifiable need. Downtown Bountiful will be turned into another Pioneer Park based
on this approach. Citizens of Bountiful are not looking for a place to "hang out".
Some old artifacts (or replicas.) Keep Bountiful's small town appeal.
Adequate lighting at night
something that will honor our founding Fathers and also the different gourds that settled in Utah and Bountiful. Mike Call is a local
sculptor that could depict the Native american as well as founding Fathers and the pioneers.
Support the Rec. Center area
trees and shade important
Adequate parking for main street Businesses!!!!
Public Art
Umbrellas, tables and chairs for eating
Playground
Shade and water for aging population
Dedicated walking path and workout equipment
Winter feature - sledding, ice sculpting, small pioneer cabin warming hut to increase winter usage
Movie theater
Playground
Businesses that draw people
A replica of Stoker School using bricks from the original with a plaque telling about the school.
Candy shop
Summer movie nights and food vendors
ampitheater
amphitheater
Food truck gathering space
Dog Park
Extra points for the stage area
A picnic area and/or cafe
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Ability to have bands
just trees
Small table and chair set up where people could eat lunch, or play chess, or just visit. Hopefully under trees.
outdoor ice skating
NO PLAZA
More promotion and advertising for special events to get the word out.
Resurants that stay open for dinner!
Misters/heaters
pedestrian friendly
Outdoor movie screen
More outside eating during summer months. Picnic tables in the park along with water features and wading streams like St George
Plaza. Shade trees. Seating with backs for older people. Tables to play games on.
I'm very opposed to a water feature. It will cost too much to maintain and will promote litter and junk left behind
A business that stays open past 6pm
more unique resaurants
A skate park. I also think vitality to businesses would come if there were stores along Main Street that I needed to shop at. Many of the
stores are boutiques, and while they're enjoyable at times I often don't shop there. Classy Chassis is a good example. I need hair
products so I go there more often. Same with the hair salons on Main Street. I frequently support those businesses.
Provide sufficient shaded areas for people to be able to comfortably relax on hot summer days
outdoor music
Don't want the plaza
Great signage announcing the entrance to historic main street on both ends. Develop both ends of the street as was done in the
middle. At least doing the same parking and sidewalk treatment.
a new city hall
Veteran's Memorial
Space for additional downtown business development
Historic trail with the LOG CABIN on it
dog park
There are other business in Bountiful that are not down town, how will we be suported?
Walking paths, exercise stations,
Formed greenery. Cleanliness No advertising, pamphlets, etc.
Water features are a fun idea, but should not distract from or limit the other goals of being able to host events. The water should be
able to be shut off and large obstructions like steps or rocks should still allow for large open areas.
Incorporate trees
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hung string lights to keep people in the plaza in the evening past sundown.
Trees, hedges, flowers in season in containers/urns for practical purposes.
I think we need a skatepark in Bountiful. I drive my kids to Layton so they have a place to skate. There is nowhere close for them to
safely and legally be active doing something they LOVE! Please put in a skatepark!!!
Creative children's play area that is not a water park that can be used the other 8 months of the year.
Ability to sit and rest, not on the grass.
A Park with a pavilion and eating areas and play equipment for kids.
NO WATER FEATURE -- have you seen The Gateway?? It brings nothing but bad. Lets support the Rec center who already has a
water feature WITH a pool and lifeguards. Who will end up cleaning up all of the diapers, feces and other disease that is spread with
water features. NO WATER FEATURES - except for beautiful ones to look at. Farmington Station hit it right on the nose. It is perfect
what they did.
conversation seating areas, bathrooms are vital
Winter outdoor activities would be nice like an ice rink.
Hi! This is Jana Monson, the owner of Creative Arts Academy and the Grand Ballroom. Our businesses are adjacent to the upcoming
plaza. Thank you for all you do and for your survey! (I tried to do this on my phone and I'm not sure it went through.) My main
objectives and concerns with the plaza are that we have security. I am concerned for the safety of hundreds of young dancers that
come through here every week. I think a library would provide a structure that would bring safety and families to the area. I am
concerned with only having a plaza that it would appear that there is no adult supervision around. I think the library would be a great
draw to downtown and help with the businesses. I am concerned with a splash pad and would prefer to see a water fountain or water
features similar to City Creek and Farmington Station. I think adding a skateboard park with ruin all the structures and art pieces you
will put in. Also keeping 200 South open is critical to the traffic flow and getting in and out of the parking lot. Restrooms are super
important so that they don't come in and use ours. Thank you for all you are doing!
1. Regarding the libary...keeping it separate would be better to avoid congestion, and not everything in town needs to be centered in
the new plaza. I think it's nice to leave the library for more options. Regardless, we need ANOTHER library even farther south in
Bountiful--closer to NSL boundary. 1. Seating and picnic tables. 2. Public bathrooms and working drinking fountains. 3. A playground
area/or swings with lots of seating for parents.
The current library needs to be replaced. This new location would be perfect for a new library.
Food area...perhaps an area for Food Trucks with the Farmers Market
The library would be great.
I would love to see a building that could be rented as a reception center or for meetings and other gatherings. Like the Old Dome
Meeting Hall in Riverton--that city plaza and park is amazing and something we could definitely use in Bountiful! Please!
Restaurants and cafes with outdoor patios
A dog park with a swimming area! This area can't survive without one!
Lighting to make the plaza useable during the evening.
I absolutely do not want a water park, especially given the rec center is 2 blocks away. Please focus more on a library.
Still looking for something dog friendly or at least a few days here and there that dogs can play together.
Creative lighting!!!!! Lighting can create a whole new atmosphere. Good food. Maybe something for the food trucks. A food truck
schedule that alternates throughout the week would be awesome!
Area for ice/roller skating. Bring trax to Main Street Get UofU back to Bountiful Don't tear down any more historic buildings
a rock climbing wall
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Trees and flower boxes
We lose a lot of business to the Farmington Station Development. If we could, in the limited space, make the area more appealing for
families by adding a water feature for the summer, an ice skating area with fire pits for the winter. It would be fun to see a Gardner
Village type atmosphere with little cafes, shops, landscaping with flowers and trees. Have a committee in charge of consistently
organizing seasonal events. I would love an old town, homey feel with street lanterns and benches. We already have a stage at the
Bountiful City Park, I would like a nostalgic, small town feeling. I love the feeling I get when I visit tourist towns such as Laguna Beach,
Park City, Victoria, etc.. It is fun when there are little unique shops and street lamp posts that have hanging flower baskets, then there
are little white lights in the trees and around the shops. Fun walkways, gardens,landscaping that can transition with our seasons.
Thanks!
Skate park
Supporting the businesses and adding to the vitality of Bountiful are two different things that frankly, I think will have a negligible effect
on each other. Building the library down there is a fantastic idea that I would support wholeheartedly. Creating an area for people to
gather to enjoy an outside activity in conjunction with the library or shopping could work if the shops stayed open later.
More space for restaurants which will help people to stay on Main Street and not go elsewhere for food.
Food/Beverage vendor surrounding venue
Eateries
Removable shade structures for farmer's market
No water feature, it will be a nightmare to maintain and keep sanitary. No stage, we have one at 400 North. Existing soccer field is used
every night from 4:00 till dark There is no historic downtown just new buildings with plaques on them. Repair main street and if you
allow nice apartments / condos there will be more people needing something to do Good restaurants like Royal India will bring people
in just don't get too many or everybody goes broke. We will never compete with Farmington or Salt Lake for business shops, they are
too close and much nicer than we have money for. Whatever you do make it easy to take care of, we walk on Main Street every day
and pick up garbage that is there most nights. The sidewalks are in poor shape and the lighting and electrical need a complete rework.
Get the electrical outlets up out of the dirt where they short out. Build power pedestals that are permanent and dry, talk to the guys that
fix these to get some ideas.
Add a few more restaurants like Zupas, Chick-fil-a, and the Habit. Get more businesses like Bath&BodyWorks, and other popular
shops. We have too many shops that no one is interested in.
Veterans Memorial
Library Library Library Library Library
Where do you expect to get the water supply, since you are going to raise the residents water. Aren't we supposed to conserve water.
Can't children play in the water and walk on their own lawn without us paying higher water fees and higher taxes? Why don't you finish
the park project you started before you want to spend more money on places for PEOPLE TO GATHER. Why don't you insist on the
owners of the five points property developing the property and get rid of the eye sore we have in Bountiful. Money was given to the
development of that property several years ago. Get your priorities in perspective.
Skatepark
Put a labyrinth in the open space.
Move farmers market to the lawn area west of the existing city hall.
It would be nice to have some sort of playing court (volleyball, basketball, tennis, ect.)
Adequate seating and grass area
It is important to lower taxes, not increase them.
A Reflecting Pool with seating and landscaping.
Decorative lights hanging across main street and increased number of restaurants
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a new city hall
Trees - gotta have em!
Ice skating & 10 it is very important
Circle bike path
Dog friendly area
tables to enjoy lunch, picnic
Please consider add a library and a water feature that is like the fountain at Station Park. A splash pad will just compromise the area.
I would be okay with 200 South being permanently closed off to cars.
Are you trying to replace Bountiful Park? Don't we already have many of these features at the park?
DONT BE MEAN TO CREATIVE ARTS ACADEMY. THEY ARE THE BEST COMPANY AND IF YOU BUILD A PLAZA AROUND
THEM THAT WILL HURT THEM, I WILL BE SAD.
I really enjoy the idea of seated park areas where one could read, work on a laptop, have lunch, etc.
VETERAN'S INTERACTIVE MEMORIAL
New unique restaurants
Play equipment
Stores, movie theater, little mall
Allow for HIGH density in surrounding areas to bring people in, within walking distance. Without this element than this project will never
reach its fullest potential use during "none event" times. Further more if you notice in these example pictures, the majority of the water
features are surrounded by large structures! Why is this, because these projects do not make sense if they lack the density to support
them. As a stated goal to support Main Street Businesses you must have density. As a business owner and a land lord to several
businesses in this area, the number one issue my tenants and I speak of is the lack of people in this area, it significantly hurts us! We
need more families in this immediately area, and what is playing out in Plat A at the moment directly contradicts the stated goals above.
Also NO stage in this area please! This area is surrounded by neighborhoods and it would not blend in here. We already have a stage
a quarter mile down the road in a better suited area. This addition would needlessly upset the neighborhood, and bring zero value as
an offset with expenses. Simply put the stage is NOT worth it...
I feel that downtown needs to have a greater population within walking distance to the down town area. The reason for this is most
bountiful residences will not travel past a park to get to the Plaza. In other words they will go to the closest outdoor space available to
them. I look at other cities that have a vibrant down town and they seem to have a lot of nice apartment buildings around them. The
younger generation (millennial's) seem to prefer an apartment over buying a house. They also prefer walking outside vs watching tv.
All of these things in my opnion bring growth to a down town. Bountiful's down town seems to shut down at 5 pm. This again is due to
the fact that there is just not the population within walking distance to support down town after 5pm. When I go out for dinner I always
find myself going to SLC or Farmingtion (Farmington station) because of the options they have. Also they have a very walk-able area
to enjoy.
Lots of green, natural, well-designed, sustainable elements (trees, plants, water, wood); that encourage public health in all ways...
social, mental, physical, and spiritual
Veterans Memorial and Flag Pole
What I do not want to see is the development of apartments in the downtown area.
If we’re making a water feature. Why don’t we carve out something on the post office plaza? A welcome to historic bountiful
kiosk/public space. Would be nice.
Planting trees in Plaza design as well as the rest of the Main Street District where possible.
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Water feature seems problematic in a location where we have freezing temperatures a good part of the year. I would not support a
water feature.
Veterans Memorial
Gardens
Dog park
A nice walking path A river Better dining options downtown Holiday decorations and activities
Skatepark
Miniature golf course
I thought you would listen to us and not go through with this but I guess I'm wrong .
Trees! Keep the current tress and add more. Also, a playground with a big toy would be nice with a small picnic pavilion.
Place for food trucks that feature local entrepreneurs
Food trucks
Having the plaza match with the historic facade of old main street in Bountiful will help it integrate into the space. No ugly dated stucco
like the post office.
Ensure there is an andequite but not exsesive amount of lighting for early to late evening events
I like the idea of having a water feature that can double for play in summer and maybe an ice rink in winter. I also think incorporating
permanent indoor area for relaxing would be nice with local food and beverages sold inside. Alcohol available for events would be a
plus because there is nothing in the area that has that and I beleive it could generate a lot of revenue for the city.
Area for sports for kids and family's to gather
Trees, shade. There was a school in Japan that had an elevated deck done in a big circle where kids would just run around and around
and around. Not go anywhere.just run around. There were other features to it that made it interesting for kids but had seating for adults,
possibly under the deck for shade. I worry about winter, snow, upkeep to whatever is built, and tripping hazards for seniors or
distracted people. Having placed for great photo ops would be nice, somewhere people would go that has a nice background.
Something classic or unique, a little artsy but enduring. What about large statue pieces kids can climb on, like a sleeping giant. It would
be nice if you had plans where people could make small restaurants and have people sit outside to watch the scenery or activities. If
you have a second level perimeter deck that goes around, you would be able to have more people see attend things, and places to
hang decorations at holidays.
I don't think the maintenance of a water park at this location is cost effective. 1. The water would need to be treated for bacteria. 2.The
area would need to be regularly clean of dirt and debris to prevent damage to pumps and other equipment. 3. I think this would be
more appropriate at the rec center where a fee is being collected to maintain the facility for the people that use it. This sounds like
people wanting facilities and expecting they will not have to pay for it. The maintenance costs could effect my property taxes 4. Aren't
they shutting down a water park at Liberty Park due to maintenance costs
places to sit and hang out
Don't dilute the existing downtown. Put this money into improving the existing open space that could be a plaza (in front of the
tabernacle). Right now it is a dead space between the north and south halves of downtown Main Street. Improve that space instead of
diluting the existing downtown. Also, keep city hall where it currently is, it doesn't bring business to the area and will only hurt the
downtown and dilute it even more unless it is built tall with a small footprint and with far less parking than is allowed by code.
A designated area or areas for street musicians/entertainers to perform for tips.
Large Trees (shade) Good paving material (not concrete/asphalt) Restaurants / ice cream passive recreation - basketball, lawn games
rental or reserve space for groups/families parties
Simple ice cream or soda shop or stand on or very near the plaza.
Movie theatre near the plaza
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I have a list of ideas for activities/events that would bring the community together and encourage business activity on main street but
it's not a "design feature". One design element I would appreciate in Bountiful would be a tree-lined, grass covered (no weeds), waterfeature, off-leash dog park. This park would not necessarily need to be on Main Street. The 5-points shopping area would be a nice
location or anywhere close to a hiking trail-head. I take my 4-legged family members with me everywhere I go and, sadly, there is no
"legal" place for them to exercise within Bountiful City Limits. I find I spend more time in Salt Lake City's parks and trail-heads for this
purpose. I would happily discuss this option with anyone in City Government and at the Bountiful Community Council.
free (or inexpensive) horse drawn carriage rides between the plaza and up and down Main St.
Could the Library building be used for other activities. Could residents rent a big room for a gathering family or otherwise. Could the
water feature area be changed to use in the winter, staking? What about a civic center or children's museum. Banks, car dealers, title
and investment company, Lawyers and RV repairs are business that draw people to the area. What about selling the new park property
on mill street and building a park at points?
No more football and soccer fields. We need to expand the horizons and include all of the community. Skatepark, climbing, splash pad,
etc.
A new City Hall
Don't we already have some of these things at the park on 400 North near the Rec Center? Who would maintain the restrooms to
make sure they are clean and not safe? Water features are expensive to maintain. Where is that money going to come from?
Uniqueness and whimsical
Bring businesses to downtown. City fathers said the same thing about the Post Office, if we bring the Post Office downtown it will help
businesses. As you can see that didn't work.
Area for food trucks
Winter ice rink, stage, gift shop/skate rental/city-owned store—Galavan Center
Graffiti wall for local artists
High quality skatepark with ranging difficulty sections for beginner to moderate skateboarders
Outdoor ice rink
Nothing that will attract the homeless population to Bountiful.
Movies in the park
I think we could include a miniature golf course.
Biking/walking paths!
Do something with the Old 5 points mall. An ice rink there would be fabulous!
The allowance of food carts and street vendors throughout the year to boost economic vitality and sense of place in Bountiful
No water feature. Kids have park near rec center. Put in a bar or coffee shop of adults.
Veterans memorial
concert area
Benches to sit and watch the surroundings
nice Beer bar!
Lighting available in the evenings and during events
Continue having food trucks, shut down main street on weekend nights for food trucks and other activities like bike riding and playing.
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The Taxes for such a project is beyond retired individuals on a fixed income. Beautiful, yes, affordable? No.
Expand activity and improve business along Main Street.
Ball park.
Veterens memorial 10 Stoker school remenant 8 Multiple smaller gathering areas 8 Out door seating areas 10 Smaller family sized
pavilions 10 Open Lawn 10
It is important to me that the area is well designed to be accessible for the blind and those with disabilities. Please, please make the
park accessible and easy to navigate around. There are many ways to do this: make a tactile map, include many ramps, and make the
pathways easy to walk and wheel around without too many obstacles in the main walkways.
Small skill area for bicycle and skateboard activity
Monument to Stoker school
Community garden-education opportunity for nearby schools, support farmer's market, special events, green space, beauty, diversity,
volunteer opportunities.
Tables and chairs - perhaps cafe-style - where people can talk and snack.
The dancing fountain at Farmington station is a fun thing that is interactive.
Utah has a growing rock climbing community, an outdoor bouldering wall with monthly updated routes would be very awesome!
Encourage Main Street businesses to extend operation hours past 1800.
new library
Space for dogs (like a dog park)
place for doing exercises, pull up bar, etc.
Ease of access and plenty of parking areas near by even during larger events. People won't use the space if it's not convenient to get
to.
more trees for a good amount of shade for people to be able to get out of the sun inbetween shopping, during lunches, and be able to
have a lot of fun features in the shade/partial shade to beat the heat.
Shade
Maybe having outdoor charging stations for people to plug in their electronic devices
Invest in lots of mature trees for shade. Wide sidewalks in good repair around the area. Power lines underground. Encourage it to
become a restaurant and professional office district for good day and evening business.
A rideshare bike rack (where you can rent a bike for a minimal fee with other such racks at 400 N and maybe 500 S)
This area would be best for a new library.
More food/restaurants
Family oriented activities
Uber and Lyft parking area as it is getting more popular and an area for easy pick up and easy access to pick up passengers
family picnic area
Shade and some quiet spaces. There's a park in Wilsonville, Oregon that has a great water feature that's like a stream. There were
many orchards once in bountiful once and it would be nice to plant some apple trees. Maybe a separate dog park or at least make it a
pet free zone. Bocce ball area.
Grouping 2 or 3 comfortable areas for Seniors
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Space for creating and displaying sidewalk art all summer long, particularly in conjunction with the existing sidewalk festival.
Cooperation between Food trucks, Friday Concerts, and Farmers Market so that each Friday night became a huge deal at the plaza,
Play areas for children integrated into the design elements.
Trees/shade
I've lived in Bountiful almost 40 years now and have no intention of ever leaving. I don't really want a plaza. The people of Bountiful
don't either. Why are you pushing this issue so hard?
More parking for business along main street. Possibly a parking lot, off of main street, with a vintage trolley running to and from the lot.
Art, activities, food trucks, etc!
Please keep it historic looking
Sidewalk chalk art "canvases"
Sounds like you already have decided what water feature you want. The one I selected could not be used except as a water feature.
Sound System LED Lighting
I would love to see a winter outdoor skating rink!
Considering Utah is a desert a water feature seems extremely wasteful. Several of the designs (seating, water features, etc) look like
lawsuits waiting to happen when someone climbs and falls off. What about something like a public square such as small towns in the
American West and Midwest once had for their public gatherings.
Trees!
Ensuring the architecture and style of the plaza is beautiful, timeless and inspiring.
decorative night lights
We live in a desert, the landscaping should be done in native plants and include lots of shade providing trees.
The above is adequate
I know you're trying to bring life back to downtown Bountiful (for the merchants' sake) but you need to keep in mind that very large
stores and malls are declaring bankruptcy because people are shopping online. So you may want to consider that building this plaza in
that location may prove to be a huge boondoggle overall--it may not save these little shops because their real competition is the
internet. Instead, I really really wish Bountiful would do something about the mud pit that used to be the Five Points Mall. (That teeny
mall was another boondoggle--an afterthought regret because Bountiful turned down a big mall that was eventually built in another
location--BIG mistake! But the downtown merchants fought that mall and won, and they’ve been struggling ever since! Online
shopping is now their new nemesis.) The plaza you currently speak of would work WAY better in that Five Points Mall mud pit (which
is an embarrassing eyesore for Bountiful City)! At that location the plaza would be much more visible and much easier to get to by car-much more likely to be a success! (And keep that WONDERFUL fruit and veggie stand on the corner--people LOVE that place!) In
place of the current location you plan for the plaza, you should bring in more affordable urban-style housing (many levels WITH
elevators). THAT is what will bring business to the merchants downtown--getting young urbanites living there who will provide foot
traffic to the area, enjoying the small restaurants, shops, etc. on a daily basis. Also, Bountiful should welcome with open arms having
Trax come through downtown Bountiful on Main Street, with at least two stops in downtown. That would help draw urban residents to
live there (knowing they could commute) and bring even more business to downtown (from riders coming through who see the shop
windows and can get off to shop and then hop right back onto Trax to get home). Trax would be especially attractive to the residents if
it had its own route into SLC which could bypass rush-hour traffic. I was raised here in Bountiful and have raised my own family here-total of 54 years--and I can tell you that as noble as your ideas are for the merchants in downtown, a plaza in that location is not going
to provide the solution. If the car show hasn't helped, and the chalk art hasn't helped, and the international festival hasn't worked, and
the so-called farmer’s market isn’t working (really more of a flea market) then a plaza isn't going to work, either. And last, making the
library less accessible by moving it downtown will just hurt the library more than it will help the merchants because it will be harder to
locate and get to, not being on a main road. And it will rob the Senior Citizens of a wonderful resource (since Golden Years is right
next door). Instead, expand the current library into the grassy area that was once the art center. Or if you must move the library, move
the Senior Center as well and keep it next door. Putting the Senior Center downtown MIGHT help bring a little more business to the
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merchants, if the seniors can ride their shuttle to a new center that’s built in walking distance of the shops on Main Street. But seniors
have very little money to spend so I doubt it would do that much for the merchants. Anyway, all of these ideas are from a resident
who’s watched the merchants come and go in downtown Bountiful for five decades now. Many of these merchants simply don’t offer
something people are willing to make a special trip for. So keep that in mind as you try to help save their businesses. It isn’t all
Bountiful City’s fault for why they keep failing.
Winter activities (sledding hill, ice skating) as well as a playground.
Stoker's school would have been a nice feature, but we all know it's a little late for that.
tables and chairs with umbrellas to eat at and sit with computer.
I can't believe you are still fixed on spending, spending, spending. We do not need another park or a fountain or clever do-da-s at the
tax payer expense. I would like to know as would many others where all this money is coming from. D Short
In the winter have an ice skating rink in the summer have a skatepark
If the choice is to move the library to the plaza or lose it, then that is very important. But I like the library where it is.
Splash pad very similar to the one in St George!
Add elements that educate on Bountiful's rich history
Keep the cost low Community garden Power the plaza with solar power
Ball fields are the only thing in this valley that people attend on a consecutive basis and would bring the most people year round.
A new city hall that could double as a community center.
Free, fast wifi in the downtown area
Create and improve the soccer field
An indoor community center. made for things other than sports
climbing wall
Dog park
Lots of clean garbage cans
Veterans memorial
Off leash dog park.
Dog park
Food options always brings people around!
Outdoor cafes
none
A skate park feature
Stop spending the peoples money aka taxes aka my money on unnecessary things. Thank you
Be sure to design for both daytime and nighttime (adequate and well-designed lighting, uses/businesses that stay open later in the
evening). Make sure pedestrians and bikes have easy access to the plaza (consider where people will park and how they can safely
walk/bike to the plaza), including adequate bike parking.
Fenced off dog park, or allow dogs in plaza
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A skateboarding park for my grandchildren would be so important to me. They love to ride skateboards and scooters but I have to drive
them to salt lake every time they want to go to the skatepark and I dislike driving on the freeway. Having a skateboard park in Bountiful
would mean a great deal to my family.
Environmentally friendly design
I do not feel a splash pad is needed in this area.
possible addition of restaurants and small retail compatible with potential library and other amenities would be great
a new capital building
space for food trucks or other small food shops.
The whole plaza is not needed at all. Since the City already made it's mind, just plant trees for shade and have water features. Don't
assume everybody wants to have kids running around. Have space for reading without kids creating the noise.
Outdoor seating, either just benches or picnic tables. I love to take my kids on walks along Main Street and get lunch or a snack, but
we often have a hard time finding a place to sit outside and enjoy the atmosphere unless it's on the grass at the tabernacle. Beautiful
landscaping, gardens, large trees for shade, etc, will help to attract people as well.
Outdoor movies nights; holiday events and markets; lawn games
Surrounded by shops on all sides to create a shopping environment as well.
Touch a truck obstacle course for kids Shallow creek that leads to a shallow pool for kids to play in.
I love the ideas that have been presented - especially a new library. I was in favor of the new City Hall, so this is a nice alternative
option. More important than more ideas, I think what we do end up having is a nice cohesive look that includes aspects of the Main
Street makeover from several years ago.
Incorporate some of Bountiful's founding fathers in a statue.
open space with both shade and sunny areas to be able to be used year round, with beautiful gardens and landscaping to attract birds,
butterflies, and other native creatures.
Lots of shade! Make the Farmer's Market more accessible for all vendors. I LOVE the workstations photo provided! Having a place
were we could change our work location for a little bit would be awesome, expecially if there were charging ports with them! These
would be awesome at the library & city hall too! But have enough shade to see the screens. ;) Lots of private sitting areas would be
nice too for couples taking an evening walk, or on a romantic date. Oh, and some picnic tables!!! I personally wouldn't add just a
huge lawn, while I love them, there is one next door at the tabernacle. Don't move the library. Just add some of these things there too.
:)
incorporate Honoring Veterans, history, Stoker; Stage/performance area utilizing Stoker design elements, brick, and roof line (which
also matches the design of Main and 1st south towers) Blend well and enhance Tabernacle. Support both organic casual and
organized event use.
Nobody cares about downtown Bountiful. It is such a small, limited area (in # of stores, variety of goods sold, parking, etc...) that
throwing money at it will not increase desire to shop or recreate there. How about repaving our crumbling roads as an idea?
I feel like the existing library is fine and we could even add-on or remodel it for less expense than building a new library. Everything
doesn't need to be all clumped together in the same area. The existing library and proposed plaza site are just minutes of walking
distance apart.
Please encourage city planning to bring better restaurants (not chains!) and gourmet grocery stores and encourage local growth
instead of another used car lot! Dont we have e ough used car lots in bountiful!? Good grief. Glad to see effort into making Bountiful a
community gathering place and not just selling it off to housing developments and used car lots.
movie night
If possible, attract larger anchor retail store such as Trader Joes to support other local stores and attract new shops.
A bicycle "pump track" would be very nice to have. They can be made of concrete for durability and can entertain people of all ages.
Would be so much fun and inspire fitness and recreation without compromising aesthetic appeal of the plaza.
seating/plenty of benches. gardens
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Some way to feature local art and artists in the outdoors.
Bathrooms, open space. power
Love the idea of an updated library! We are thrilled at the idea of a water play space! What about options for seasonal food to support
the crowds like an ice cream stand or less formal food options
A few picnic areas - places to sit and eat.
It would be nice to have this open area which will allow for other businesses especially restaurants to open around this area.
Shopping district, the small shops remaining open until at least 7pm. If you work in Salt Lake, it's impossible to do weekday, evening
shopping on Main Street due to most shops closing at 6pm.
would like to have a water feature and open area
A memorial wall for veterans
an outdoor ice skating area would set apart the plaza from anything near here and will promote people to come from outside of
Bountiful.
Add kids area and allow entrance to dogs
Don't create a huge parking lot better. The great thing about Main Street is that the business are right on the street and encourage
walking traffic. Love the fun swing seat options and teeter totter at gateway in slc.
green space, green space, green space
signs that explain the history of and founding of Bountiful. Maybe some old photos or geographic maps showing canyons and
drainage's .
More restaurants and cafes, also the businesses should stay open later than they currently do.
Coffee shop and bar, or some place alcohol is available
DOG PARK!!!!!
An outdoor ice skating rink for winter months.
A child oriented bike path or a foot trail with fun interactive art features.
I do not believe the city should provide special support to Main Street businesses over other business in Bountiful. Shows a conflict of
interest in Bountiful leadership.
Seating area with shade
food truck connections with benches, similar to the one in Holladay
Why do you assume that we want a plaza? Where is the opportunity to voice my preference for leaving down town bountiful as it is?
Grass area for picnics
Please make this area water wise. Large grass areas are nice but unsustainable for our desert climate. Love Farmington stations Astro
turf.
Skating rink or other winter activity
Love the idea of an outdoor ice rink in the winter so people could play there year-round.
Shaded areas for sitting. Businesses that stay open on Sundays. Sandwich Shop, Ice Cream Parlor or Deli.
Nice to have area for water feature in summer & ice skating in winter. Perhaps location for vendors to set up at lunch time like Holladay
has with the power hookups.xj
Higher end restaurants and entertainment for evenings strolls and a vibrant night!
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Grass and trees
Bike share program to help promote active travel in the area and walkability.
A University of Utah satellite campus
Restaurant
Winter activity opportunities, such as ice skating, snow sculptures, snow painting
more trees, shade, seating in outer areas, obstacle course type of walkways with water play center
Offer a movie in the park option during summer months.
Anything would be better than it is today. Our Community needs to keep up with the changing times. Nothing has happened in a long
long time.
Have good art and design integrated into the creation to support the heritage and bring about uniquiness...without being avant-garde
and freaky.
I like having the farmers market at the park. Good space, parking and playground for children. I hope to see tables near the north
parking lot.
I don't agree with the entire project. I have a hard time seeing how this plaza will improve the living quality for people living in the
Bountiful area.
Outdoor ice rink
Walking track
Festive lighting (lights on strings, lamps, firepits, etc.) to set an atmosphere and acts as additional lighting in the evenings.
Must have farmers market!!!!
it would be awesome if you guys would put a fenced dog park in bountiful. The one in Farmington is pathetic.
I personally would avoid a water feature that invites running between "squirts". My children have all slipped and fallen on cement under
those types of water features. (Like Foxboro and so many others)
fix typical infrastructure or help people in need instead of wasting money on something like a water feature like I already have in my
backyard.
This is an idiotic idea and a waste of public funds. Make it as simple as possible. .. it will be deserted most of the time or full of
homeless and vagrants.
Very important to me to close 200 south permanently to expand the plaza and decrease through traffic in the Old Fort residential areas
in general. Parking along the street is ok with me for events if it increases usable space for the plaza.
Features that are easily maintained over time and welcoming of children of all ages (i hate when you go to a park and find out that half
of the toys are broken and the playground is only suitable for children 5-7 but unwelcoming to my 11 year old and dangerous for my 1
year old)
Water feature would be one of the first things I would think of.
Plenty of covered sitting areas Small hills that could be used for sledding in the winter time (small being the key word, enough for little
kids to play on and have fun) THE NEW PUBLIC LIBRARY HAS MY BIGGEST SUPPORT AND APPROVAL. I can't rank that idea high
enough. The art/statues could be of children and books.
Restaurants food court and microbreweries and farmers market
heat lamps
Spaces for young children to play and interact with each other allowing family's to attend other events while one parent remains with
younger children.
Outdoor facility for summer family movies
Open space for grass. No need for another stage since there is already one at bountiful park. Library is already in place. No need to
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replace.
Picnic tables, bbqs
It should be very family friendly and low key, keeping in mind that it borders an area that is home to many young families.
Historic water pumps for people to remember
Don't tear down people's homes to do this 😤
Walking paths.
Allow street performers, art festivals
Make it a year round market
Public art installations that complement the park
Seating that facilitates conversation
Setting area
New city hall
Dog park, please.
Picnic tables/ places to eat for food trucks and or downtown restaurants.
Businesses could get more business if they were open besides just working hours of 9-5. Most people are working, so we're never able
to patron the business on Main Street because they close before most are home from work.
Power for food trucks
Dog area would be fun
picnic area
Two Words: DOG PARK. Bountiful needs to have dog friendly, fenced spaces. A bunch of bountiful residents have dogs that don’t have
a park near by. At least make the damn thing dog friendly
Trader Joe's?
Music speakers? Sound System
Put in a splash pad!!!
Rail link to Main Street.
Dog park
Additional benches, working water fountains, foliage is very important to maintain the small town feel. No apartments, better public
transportation. More art .
Carrousel
Spaces with utilities for food vendors to set up
All this sounds nice but expensive.
Anyway we could bring the option of habe local beer vendors for the festival and events? I know it could go against bountiful "historic
character" but i think it's a growing desire of our community. Also gives us an opportunity to support local business and bring in
revenue. I also feel like it could attract a larger crowd for events such as the tour of utah.
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Sculptures that change out brining attention to artists from the community
It would be great to not only have summer activities but also winter. Like a sledding hill or ice skating rink
We desperately need fields for our children to play sports on. It is a disgrace that the little league football teams in our city have to rely
on the generosity of Centerville City to provide a place for them to play. Put green space in there s at acthat can be used for sports and
big community events like summer fest, coats for kids and the farmers market. The amount of people brought down to Main Street for
practicing ces, games, etc during the week will be a lot more than anything else you can put there.
Outdoor ice rink for winter Or something pretty/nice for winter
Off-leash dog park
We need a new library, a splash pad, and an off leash dog area.

Features to Support Everyday Family Experience: Using the same sliding scale from "Not
Important" on left to "Very Important" on right, please consider and rank each individual Plaza
feature listed below as to its importance in helping to create a great everyday family experience as
per Goal #3.
Field Mean Count
Suggest and rank another desired feature that you feel would
help your family and others enjoy the Plaza every day.
Public art integrated into the space to make a beautiful and
interesting experience.
Pedestrian path around the Plaza for walking and jogging.
Outdoor activity space in the form of decorative concrete or
hardscape common area with fixed seating provided for picnics,
lunch at the Plaza or casual socializing.
Open grass space for recreational activities which can be
transformed to a seating or tent area for special events.
Interactive water feature to help cool you down and create an
enjoyable activity for families. Note: the water feature will be
designed to easily turn-off and transform into a decorative
element
Interactive play features incorporated into the Plaza.
Incorporate a new public library (replacing the existing library) in
a space adjacent to the Plaza as a part of the overall design.
Free public wifi connection.

5.05

570

5.57

1253

6.98

1267

6.56

1270

7.37

1281

6.84

1257

5.98

1255

5.07

1197

6.27

1238
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Additional visualization for Features to Support Everyday Family Experience follows:
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Suggest another desired feature that you feel would help your family and others enjoy the Plaza
seasonal landscaping, gardens.Adult areas for relaxing seperate from the child areas.
Bell Ringing each day - Similar to the Nauvoo Bell or bell ringing with a bell ringer telling of the history of Bountiful and Utah.
Lots of shade
gazebo
shade during the summer months.
Small private gazebos
better signs for the stores
Trees that provide shade for either play area or sitting space
seating needs to be shaded
Ice Skating in Winter
Few trees for clear line of sight to allow children to play and be supervised
Fountains
these are great!!
accessibility for wheelchairs and strollers
soccer
Dog Park
lots of trees for shade and beauty
The seating should be comfortable, not just cool looking. Lets not make it so people can only stand to stay a minute as they are so
uncomfortable.
No new City Hall...
play area for children with benches for parents
I think you should leave it just the way it is so we can remember what you did to the old school.
Frisbee golf
A mother’s room for moms to care for their little ones. A place to breastfeed babies and change diapers
bike parking
Great lighting! Well lit area. Attractive light fixtures. Some form of heat in the winter?
Restrooms parking
A good connection to bring Main Street more into the Plaza
Pedestrian only along 100 South
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Shade. Plant lots of trees.
Ability for local businesses to utilize space for local events/host community service projects etc
Transit access
dog park
please see our comments on the previous slide; our city is in much need of added tax base revenues, and a plaza simply will not
provide that revenue. We suggest the City devote time and money to developing the few remaining areas where those can be
developed----they should have been developed along 500 west, but the City elected to focus on things such as a plaza instead. The
City's consultants use Chandler, Arizona and St. George as role models to follow, but the demographics and weather of those cities are
vastly different than Bountiful. We have been to both Chandler and St. George.
Spash Pad!
Moden style
Lots of trees
vendor area
restaurants
shade
lots of trees, no homeless people
ball fields that will actually bring people
Fountain
Special needs park activities
No dogs allowed
better drinking fountains
lots of natural shade from trees.
make 200 S one way with angled parking on both sides, that can then be used for Burn-out or other events when needed.
Perhaps some plants that are native to the area marked so you can roam and learn about the area in which we live.
adequate parking
Clean/Big Bathrooms
Place to buy food or snacks
Bicycle parking
We have 3 parks already 3 to 4 blocks we don’t need big water features focus on what brings business to Bountiful
place to play football games with our kids
Picnic/family area
water squirting up
Outdoor Movie Theater
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We have Bountiful park for concerts, keep some open fields for soccer and baseball in our city!
Dog friendly
Allow dogs!
restroom
Trees, flowers
Amphitheatre
include ADULT play features
bathrooms,drinking fountains
A cafe with spirits available.
trees and shade
This is unnecessary.
activity--not just aesthetic
Playground
Trees. More Trees!
restrooms
Shade from the sun (trees).
FLAGPOLES
Public library
trees for shade
Food trucks weekly in Summer
shaded area
I like the idea of art, but seems like space is limited, so use wisely.
Evening lighting
No dogs, no pets, no animal feces so kids can actually use the grass to play
children's playground
Lighting for use at night
parking
shade trees / green space
Local coffee shop
Bike, scooter, skate rental
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DON'T CUT DOWN THE TREES THAT LINE 100 SOUTH
no free wifi
Lots of great shade options!
shaded places for summer
Movie in the park
Shade for hardscape common area
Playground
Shade & Security
Coffee Shop
Not sure about a new library as I enjoy the current library as it is and its location, but an indoor/outdoor study area would be nice.
Could be used for board game activities in the winter. Also, an obstacle course (a mellow Ninja Warrior course) would encourage
physical activity and friendly competition for all ages, not just kids.
I think the library attracts families to use the area more so than just a plain park. As I visit the library I am always comfortable going
and coming in the evening. I don’t feel the safe comfort in a park area. I believe a library will bring more people to the area to shop.
Where they can just go to a park close to their home
Interactive things without water
food trucks
water fountains for drinking
Lots of trees for added shade
High things to fall off of onto hard surfaces
Just keep the feel of a small town please.
Nice landscaping and some areas of shade.
drinking water fountains
drinking fountains
Not an expense I want. Focus on infra structure like roads and power lines not bandaids like paving over old roads.
Grass and Lots of Trees
Stage
trellis covered in vines
Snow cones
Information Desk
Lighting and security cameras.
Movie theater
Skateboard Area
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Dog park!!!!!!
Plenty of trees for shade to sit & enjoy the peace & beauty of the area.
Areas in the shade and sun to handle our seasonal extremes
space for movie nights and food trucks
sensory garden
Dog Park
bike rack
Year round bathrooms and a place to hold events in style are important since we have predetermined needs for them.
Food trucks or permanent cafe on site
trees, bar, pub, coffee shop
Food carts at lunch
shaded areas
adequate lighting for safety
Shade
NO PLAZA
More trees for shad and general enjoyment.
Shade
seating
Seating for seniors.
No water feature
WHY so many parks and no businesses that stay open.
A skate park for older kids. My kids have to drive to Layton to feel safe to skate. The parks in salt lake are not safe and the one in
Centerville is too small.
Don't want the plaza
a new city hall
new business opportunities
A creek with water for the kids to play in - just like SLC has at Liberty Park
Dog Park
Parking nearby available.
Theater area for outdoor concerts
look and feel welcoming
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Winter Activity such as an ice rink and lighting with music
1. Public bathrooms and working drinking fountains. 2. A playground area/or swings with lots of seating for parents.
The library would be great. I also like public art and pedestrian paths.
Thank you for asking our opinion! I appreciate all of you!! This is Jana Monson and I own Creative Arts Academy and The Grand
Ballroom which will be adjacent to the plaza. I think the library would be the best option for sure! It would bring a structure there that is
needed for safety. And it will also be a big draw to bring people down here to Main Street. I am concerned about the safety of 1,000
Bountiful students that come through here every week. If it is just a plaza with a park, I am afraid of people just sitting there watching
the young girls coming and going. Safety for the kids is my biggest concern. I think a library will help bring families plus adult
supervision instead of people just wandering a plaza. Also after working with kids for years, big rocks that they can fall from will be a
problem. I also think a water fountain or water features similar to Farmington Station or like City Creek would be classy. A splash pad,
like Gateways splash pad, usually leads to dirty diapers left around and I'm not sure that's the image you are going for. I definitely think
we need to keep 200 South open to help with the flow of traffic, or cars going in and out will be a nightmare. Restrooms are extremely
important as people are always trying to use ours. A skateboard park will also be quite disastrous as they always go into other areas
and the skates ruin other structures. We have had to remove skateboarders from our structures. We have also had people doing
fireworks all over our property. I think a library with a water fountain, seating area with a stage, play areas, would be the best. Thank
you for all you do!!
Add a reception Hall. Look to the Old Dome Meeting Hall park area in Riverton for inspiration.
Lighting to make the plaza useable on the evening.
Music. Movie in the park capability. The vendors will really determine what will bring people out. Good food/treats. Fun little shops.
Retain/add shade. Plan a way to use in the winter. Logan would flood a slightly sunken grass area for safe/free ice skating in the winter
at little cost. Fire pits would be nice to warm by. Bistro lights or other light features for the long nights of winter and summer fun
soccer feilds
Power and landscape that enables holiday lighting and scenes
Again, I feel that we have grass areas and a stage at the park down the street. It would be great to create a unique atmosphere with
lots of landscaping, trees, grassy areas that are not huge expanses, flowers, etc.. Please read previous comments.
Gardens
Toddler and young child friendly activity features
Summer Movie screenings
Reasonable sturdy lighting at night. Have the police monitor the speed (give tickets) on main street at night, there are a lot of speeders
making it hazardous to walk. Have enough garbage cans for people to use. Have enough City employees to keep things up.
Public Library
Library
People can cool off at home and have picnics at the Bountiful Park and the new park. Money doesn't grow on trees. Give the tax
payers of Bountiful a break and maybe they will support a new project in the future.
Skatepark at place of old public library
Make the play area accessible to children with disabilities.
Place to have lunch or a pick nick.
Sunny and shady areas
Instead of moving the library, a children's museum (like the free one in St George!) would be awesome for families and bring a lot of
patrons.
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swings
Again, please reconsider an interactive water feature. They can be so unsanitary and I cannot imagine it will actually help local
businesses.
A lot of trees
Art created my local artists would be nice. I really enjoy the idea of wifi.
Possible drink or food options
Dedicated police officer to this development. Mandatory police presents of no less than 6 officers during events. I understand this isn't a
feature, but it should be considered as part of the development. This whole development is designed with families in mind, so lets
make sure there safety is guaranteed.
In my opinion the water feature is not as important due to the fact that the bountiful recreation center is just down the street.
Water Parks and Splash Pads belong at the Recreation Center
Spring water! But we can’t get what we all want.
Trees and flowers. Children's garden.
A Veterans Memorial
Parking
Sacks to pick up dog poo
Skatepark
Miniature golf course
Trees! Keep the trees and add more. Also, a playground with a big toy and restrooms.
Food truck area
Allow Art Design change outs...like the sidewalk chalk, or displays, exhibits...bring people downtown on regular occasions...like every 6
weeks or so with a new display
Food trucks
Bike path in addition to the walking path for family bike rides around the area.
Place for pets
A small area inciting to little kids where parents can sit around the edge and let kids play and the kids can't escape too easily. I love the
idea for a library. You should make it so one wall can turn into a giant screen and have movies in the park in spring and fall in
conjunction with the library. Large chess board in stones with 30 to 36 inch high chess pieces
Shade trees (like already exist in the area in front of the tabernacle that is 80% of the way to being a plaza already)
A space or spaces reserved for street musicians/performers to earn tips
drink / desert shop / snacks and restaurant heaters / fire pits = increase year round use.
Restrooms
Ice cream or soda shop on the plaza. Kids would love this!!
Water feature that can also be used for ice skating in the winter
playground with zip lines and swings, drinking fountains
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Non smoking public area
Who will pay for the wifi connection? I don't want my tax money paying for someone to get free wifi. People can go to the library for
that. Many people already have it on their cell phones.
Uniqueness and flexiblity
Food and drink
Teenage age activities like a skate park of high quality.
Skatepark
Outdoor ice rink
Don't waste our tax dollars on silly "public art"
Cafe
I think we should include a piece of art.
Water feature wastes water and will ruin a quiet neighborhood.
Make stage big enough for future special events
lunch plaza
Unless there are lots of donations, taxation would be enormous and out of range of most folks.
A walking garden area showing varieties of fruits and vegetables, flowers and trees that were originally what made Bountiful, bountiful!
Walking paths with benches
Make the plaza accessible to those with disabilities and elderly population
A permanent metal nine square area.
This would be a good area for food trucks.
Community garden/demonstration garden
Bouldering wall (all ages/difficulties), skatepark, basketball courts?
Local food truck schedule available on website or newsletter
Dog park
plenty of shade for venues-not a complete open space but plant trees that will provide lots of shade and cover lots of ground. Utah is
hot.
Shade
Plentiful seating
Beautiful lighting for evenings. Lots of shade. Bountiful is the home of beautiful gardens---this would seem really important for
character. You could have a small facility where classes could be offered as interactive play---exercise course, gardening, etc.
rideshare bike racks to encourage exploring the downtown area without having to walk too much
Did I mention a new Library?
A covered pavilion with electrical outlets for families to get together and eat.
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Interactive touch displays with history of bountiful like past buildings or past people or mayors or council members like Sam Fowler
Some quiet spaces
Free family oriented movie nights
More food options. Bountiful lacks great restaurants.
drinking fountains and trees
Music, art, and food in the plaza, highlighting local musicians and artists, local food trucks
Nothing modern looking. Please keep our downtown historic looking
Movie night on the lawn, or ampatheater
Where in the world would you put a new library? There would never be enough parking for a library there. And you must not eliminate
the playing field on the south.
A "screen" for Outdoor movies in the Park.
Symbols of Bountiful's history integrated into the plaza.
none of the above are important to me
(See my first comments...)
parking that doesn't interfere with the neighbors that live there.
The people of Bountiful like the library where it is thank you very much.
Again, I like the library where it is, but if it's move it or lose it, then very definitely move it!
Splash pad like the one in st George!!
A dog park
Keep the cost low. community garden. power the plaza with solar power. Incorporate as much natural material into the design as
possible avoid unsustainable materials such as concrete and steel as much as possible
Ball fields you can convert
I'm opposed to a water feature as they open the city up to slip and fall liabilities Improve the existing soccer field. .
Dog park
Veterans memorial
Sporting field (soccer, lacrosse, pickleball)
Dog Park
Outdoor cafes
Shade is important - both from trees and hardscape/structured shade.
As I previously noted, I would love to see a skatepark where my grandchildren could play on their scooters and skateboards.
movable seating, shade and places to sit and eat
a new capital building
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Understand that some people are single and not interested in "family" activities. Have calm space and have an area for pet lovers.
Gardens, landscaping, large trees for shade.
Dog walking paths; tables to eat at; lawn games; holiday markets and events
My only concerns with both the water feature[s] and grass are in keeping with water preservation.
No concrete jungle! Green space!
Listed them in my last box...
please no library. Libraries are exclusive rather than inclusive spaces, controlled by an unaccountable Board rather than accountable
City leaders.
WiFi is a great idea ! Wow, bountiful is thinking progressively!
Anchor store such as Trader Joes to attract more activity to Main street.
Bicycle pump track. Could be used for scooters and skateboards as well.
i think the ideas above are amazing and I rate them all very high
NO WATER features, limit our liability and cost.
Shaded picnic tables
Places for families to gather with connectivity
Library should stay where it currently is located.
Again, extending the hours of operation for the shops.
interactive art board of some kind where children can draw and erase
an outdoor ice rink
Support local business
Dogs area
Dog park
trees or shade throughout the open space
Shaded areas for sitting
DOG PARK!!!!
Drinking fountains
Plant some trees that will eventually be great climbing trees/shade!
Accessible restrooms
Once again, I would not like a plaza. However, I would like the opportunity to have my opinion heard. This survey does not actually
provide that opportuntity.
Area for food trucks.
Adequate shade with pergolas, trees, etc.
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I've seen in Europe places where the water feature included big colored plastic balls that the kids race down the stream (and leave in
the pool at the bottom when they're done.) Also, it's important for the seating to have some kind of comfortable back to lean on.
Handicap accessible.
See above.
Small playground, slides/swings
Night life lighting and effects!
Moveable tables and chairs. People are more likely to use spaces and enjoy them when the furniture can be altered to their liking.
A University of Utah Satellite campus
Restaurant
- meditation butterfly garden -Winter activity opportunities, such as ice skating, snow/ice sculpting, snow painting, mini hockey
Small playground?
library should stay where it is
It needs to clean and will taken care for families to enjoy. When clean many will come and enjoy being together with others.
bike racks, and water fountains.
DOG PARK
shade (preferably trees, not a building material) and pretty plants/flowers.
Again, please incorporate a new public library. That feature alone would get my family and I to visit downtown Bountiful and patronize
the businesses and area.
Dog park. Lots of trees. Beer garden.
No sand
Keep the current library. It serves its purpose well and is still very usable.
Musical wind chimes for play
No Pets
Live entertainment
Covered area
Dog park
(not too loud) music piped in through speakers
Tables to eat food on.
Area that allows dogs
More trees
DOG PARK PEOPLE
All sounds good.
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Seating with back rest!
Splash pad!!!
More shops.
Facilitate pop up shops
Please be wary of adding too much concrete. Ogden has this issue in their historical district and it ruined it. They've recently only begun
to add more natural elements.
Food vendor facilities
I like the public stage idea
How about a summer concert series similar to twilight? With the right stage implemented I feel like we would have the space required.
Help make bountiful a destination town for locals outside of the city limits.
Wifi connection scares me do we open the city up to lawsuits?
A spot for winter activities as well
Bike path Bridges

Features to Support Special Events: Goal #4 focuses on much-loved Bountiful special events
which involve the community as a whole. Consider which features of the Plaza are most important
to accommodate and even grow special events. (Sliding scale from "Not Important" on left to
"Very Important" on right.)

Rate on a scale from 0 = Not Important to 10 = Very Important
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Total
Number of
Responses

Preserve the large shade trees on the north side of the Plaza for shade and to enhance the overall Plaza experience.
1.65%

0.63% 0.71% 0.63% 1.34%

8.35%

3.86%

6.38% 12.13% 11.42% 52.91%

1270

Improvements to the Plaza, such as fixed power, that will allow the Farmers Market to expand.
4.24%

1.76% 2.24% 2.32% 2.16% 16.87%

7.59% 10.39% 15.19% 11.03% 26.22%

1251

Small stage area for music and special events.
10.39%

5.81% 4.09% 4.26% 6.55% 17.18%

9.17% 11.87% 12.60%

5.65% 12.44%

1222

Incorporate a new public library (replacing the existing library) in a space adjacent to the Plaza as a part of the overall
design.
19.27% 10.78% 6.37% 3.14% 4.41% 13.41%

4.41%

4.92%

6.54%

5.18% 21.56%

1178
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Outdoor activity space in the form of decorative concrete or hardscape common area with fixed seating provided for
picnics, lunch at the Plaza or casual socializing
4.77%

3.15% 2.67% 3.80% 3.80% 14.39% 11.96% 12.93% 16.41%

8.65% 17.46%
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Public restrooms that are open year-round to serve visitors to Main Street as well as events
and activities hosted in the Plaza.
3.71%

2.18% 1.21% 2.18% 3.22% 11.04%

7.33%

9.11% 11.52% 10.39% 38.11%
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Maintain vehicular access along 200 South for daily use while allowing a design option to permit closure
in association with select special events.
9.77%

8.10% 4.17% 3.76% 4.92% 13.69%

6.93%

7.93% 11.19%

6.59% 22.95%

1198

Design adequate parking for daily activities and to be readily converted into a large festival court for special events.
4.81%

3.02% 3.18% 3.75% 4.73% 13.46%

9.38% 11.99% 13.38%

8.73% 23.57%

1226

Additional visualization for Features that will help Support or Grow Events in Bountiful:
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Suggest another desired feature that you think would allow the Plaza to accommodate and grow special
events in Bountiful
Bike parking
Gazebo band stand.
Keep this residential area quite. Protect our children that attend dance in the area by minimizing the access to the public. Keep 200
South open. There is plenty of space by the city hall to hold music festival/art festivals etc. There's no need to build a new library
somewhere else. You have a space already for that where the library sits now.
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bike rental
Enough space so most if not all the Bountiful events could be here instead of at the 4th North Bountiful Park. It is a great area but, with
the wonderful SDRC is starts to be awkward with parking etc.
Don't move the library. It won't add activity. Look at the Marmalade District in SLC.
Library would be incredible— ours is outdated and we could use a larger library!
I would love to see an enclosed Pavillion that could be opened in summer months & closed during stormy weather, heated with solar
and used year round for farmers market, tasting gatherings from local restaurants, warming,area after playing in the snow, kiosk day,
craft shows, a place to read & visit with fruends, The brick salvaged from Stoker School coukd,be used for a feature wall & or war
memorial inside,the building. Restrooms could,be built on either end. This building could be open air in spring , fall & closed air in
winter to create year,round use.
drinking fountains that are maintained
Ice Skating w/Fire pits in Winter
Fountains!
Buildings of any sort--i.e. new library--should be of classical design, not contemporary, in order to honor the historic value of Bountiful.
Keep in mind strollers, small children, users of wheelchairs, walkers, canes: few or no curbs (including around landscaping) -- see
entrance of new U clinic in Farmington; same w railings. Solid surface paths, not sand or gravel. Be mindful of placement of seating
and other features. This would also benefit crowd flow at events.
I prefer quiet open space that is adult oriented. we have enough parks for family/ community events. If you want to attract more people
to Downtown/Main Street encourage bars and bistros to open on Main Street. If you look at Salt Lake or any other city, the brick and
mortar areas that thrive have bar and bistros. Shopping in Bountiful is limited and boring
sidewalk eating/ rotating truck vendors
Several bowery areas - perhaps reservable?
I don't want a big cement park. That sounds awful. It is not a gathering place if it is cement. I will admit, we need more parking so that is
a serious problem. I am not sure the space is large enough. Bountiful park has tons of grass, shade, tress, parking! It just needs a
meeting place that is not subject to the elements. The stage is a nightmare. It is miserable to perform on and has no back and no
protection. It would be perfect if it had sides and a back, even in the winter, it would be warm away from the elements as people can
dress warm and be prepared to be outside but out of the elements. See through sides would be spectacular as the park is so beautiful.
Sorry I am digressing. Thank you!
No new City Hall. We don't need to spend $$$ at this time. Leave the money in the bank for a rainy day.
No multifamily residence.
Have decorative covering for above mentioned common area
Stage
Shaded areas
Drinking fountains. Heat in the winter of some form? Some kind of tables or picnic tables that could be put up and taken down? There
is already probably something like that. I can see events needing tables.
Making provisions for a better Farmer;'s market will be beneficial
I THINK THE CITY BLEW IT'S CHANCE TO BRING PEOPLE TO BOUNTIFUL YEARS AGO WHEN THEY DECIDED TO KEEP IT A
QUAINT BEDROOM COMMUNITY. LOOK AT FARMINGTON THEY DID RIGHT. I FEEL YOU WANT TO SPEND MONEY FOR
SOMETHING NICE THAT REALLY DOESN'T ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING BUT LET YOU SAY WE DID IT.
Mid block connection between Main and Plaza
Close 100 South to vehicular traffic and make it pedestrian only.
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shade
Transit loops to pick up residences and end up on main street. The sales tax we are paying could fund that.
dog park
please see comments on the previous slides!
Library and a Splash Pad are my top votes. We need both so badly.
Trees are important. I would like to see it be business friendly with a space set up for food trucks (like SOHO in Holladay) Dog friendly
is also important.
improve traffic flow and congestion, not add to it
Please do not do a water feature which will become a “water park” for little kids!
Space that would encourage periodic events like sidewalk chalk painting, art exhibits, car show, etc.
bicycle racks & access; recycling bins
Save the money for this first, do not use existing emergency funds or surplus and do not bond.
why are we doing another park when we're building one a mile away and we have another that exists less than a mile away? We need
fields and they will actually bring people that will hang out and spend money. Mom's will not spend money, they will being their own
lunch and then go home. Also, it's not even on the main street!!
Playground accessible for special need children like the one at Liberty Park in Salt Lake City
Ice rink in winter and angled parking on 200S (one way street). Since we are answering the same questions over and over.
I think you've covered everything.
blah
Bike racks
Food
Encourage informal / impromptu musical / arts performances etc
Building space that could be rented to people looking to take their farmers market idea to the next level with an affordable store front or
affordable restaurant location. Like the story of Vito’s. Bring a unique eating experience to Bountiful that is NOT a chain restaurant or
bakery
open space to play sports
Sell it to private developers and allow them to design and build the area.
An outdoor movie theater to watch movies sitting in lawn chairs in the evening, showing popular family movies, with food trucks or carts
available
Incorporate in the library a 350 seat theatre that can accommodate dance and Theatre. And that is open to the community unlike
Center Point Theatre.
Small ampitheater
What's wrong with what we already have??
Flowers and plants
Farmers market and sports are what the area has been used and loved for, enhance what it's already used for. No need to go beyond.
We have plenty of parks already including a new one by bountiful high school. An open field would help with summer fest and all those
activities also, more so than a water park... please no water park!
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Allow dogs!
Play area for children, soccer field
I think that it was wrong to crest this plaza
Veterans Memorial and a Pioneer Memorial that can be the center of holiday celebrations.
Allow for live music without prohibitive sound ordinances. Also, allow special event liquor licenses for light beer and wine to attract
festivals.
free bike options
ßell it to a non public entity.
There is only so much space. Staging can be temporary, if needed.
We need less cars. Less parking. More trees, green space, places to sit and recreate.
If there was a shuttle bus between the park by the bubble and the new plaza (when/if there were events that needed that much space),
that would not pack all the people into one or the other and make it easy to enjoy a large, 2-venue event.
permanent stage area for performances
Too far away from Main St., where many community events take place. Improve sidewalks/streetscape on 100 south and 200 south to
try to make it an extension of the park.
Baseball fields
It seems to me that the suggested items for the plaza are competing with the city's parks and playgrounds. Bringing a lot of small
children to the area will do little or nothing to strengthen the city's business areas. It's hard to shop with little kids in tow. I feel the plaza
should be mostly adult oriented. Likewise, bringing the farmers' market into to the center of the plaza seems inappropriate to the image
of the plaza being a major downtown area. Other, less center-of-town areas, like some of the town's now existing parks, would be more
appropriate farmers' market areas. Looking to major plaza areas like the Washington D.C. historical areas would be a better guide than
the children's playground areas stressed in the survey pictures, in my opinion.
built in speaker system for random daily music as well as for use in events
Why a water feature?? If it's so important why wasn't it put in when the 4th n park redid the big toy???. That's where it belongs. Where
the children already are. In the "gathering place" Where the families already "gathering".
Alreay answered before
Free wifi
Lighting and sound system
Water splash area, fountain, shade areas, grass areas, jogging around the plaza, no pets allowed (kids first), no restroom (it can allow
people to use it to do illegal stuff and they stink too) Comfortable seating areas. Thanks
I think the farmers market should stay at the park on fourth north it has better parking and access for more people to see the market as
they drive
Lighting for use at night
covered bowery
I don't see how anything suggested so far will get people on the main st spending money. It sounds like at best it will be busy on hot
days like any other splash pad.
Please no Library.... Will take up the space from what the objectives are with un needed parking, and building. Or build a tall library
with a small footprint and small impact on the open space desired
PLEASE DON'T CUT DOWN THE TREES ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE PLAZA
Ice skating, skate park, large grassy area
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Everything choice has a cost. i don't want to pay any more taxes for entertainment. People can go to Farmington or Salt Lake.
Traffic needs to be taken into consideration because a lot of children use that area because of Creative Arts Academy. Their safety is
a big concern with the increase of traffic this will bring.
Special events
Artwork that reflects and informs historic figures.
Bike parking throughout the square.
What will be done with the space at the Bountiful Park?
Shade & Security
Good places to eat.
A beautiful park like memory grove or international peace gardens. We don't have anything like that in Bountiful. Our parks are
currently grass, picnic tables, and slides, swings, etc. We don't have a park that is beautiful with nice trees, shrubs, and flowers. When
the new park was being built on Mill street I was hoping it wouldn't be another playground park, but a beautiful more picturesque park.
There are talented people that design pretty parks. Please stay away from concrete slabs here and there. They aren't pretty.
more than one feature for fresh water to fill water bottles
Cold weather takes up most of the year in Utah. There needs to be something to draw crowds into the area during colder weather.
Covered and indoor areas for large gatherings should be available. Possibly warm areas with fire pits or heating close to art/sitting
areas if budget does not allow large indoor area.
I believe a library would attract families to downtown. The area would be utilized by more people. When I go to the library, I always feel
comfortable and safe coming and going in the evening. I don’t feel the same comfort at a park after dark. I believe a library would
attract more people and families to the area to shop. It would also be utilized in the winter months and the stores would still benefit
from the traffic. There are many children in the area in the afternoon and evening because of the type of traffic that would come to a
library it would , make it safer for children than just a park
Grass space that cannot be used for soccer and football practices
Amphitheatre or stage area
Nice lighting
Maintain small town/historical environment
Public restrooms need to be large enough to handle crowds.
focus on Art educating the History of our country, state and City because it will be lost if not.
I think this plan takes away from the Rec Center which was and is very expensive. Why not use that area for all of this stuff?
Stage and Screen for movie night and concerts
I love the water feature idea!
We have a large stage area at Bountiful Park by the Rec center for concerts. I'd like the area adjacent to the Tabernacle to incorporate
it's historic nature not be a second splash pad like the rec center. Farmers Market has been nice to then wander Main street.
Shuttle from parking areas for weekends and special events
Information Desk with announcements and city maps.
Quiet sitting area (meditation area) maybe with a fountain that is not to be played in.
Old pioneer style warming hut for use in the winter, kids play area, sound system for outdoor events, library lecture series in connection
with the U of U, memorials (pioneer, WWI, WWII, etc.)
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Dog park!!!!!!
A walking path with shade trees & a fountain.
small amphitheater
Dog Park, dogs allowed in the area.
Outdoor stage
Maintain the parking lot currently in use behind Main St. used by Creative Arts Academy and The Grand Ballroom for that purpose - if
turned into Plaza parking, there wouldn't be enough for both.
Stop accommodating to children, this is an old neighborhood and the children have a park and rec center down the street. Make this a
teenager/young adult/senior citizen aimed situation.
Food carts. Rainbow Snow type businesse When is Bountiful going to build a skate park someplace?
Outdoor winter time ice skating with food sales in winter
No Plaza leave it like it was o no you allready tore the school down
We don't need another library the current one is perfectly fine. Like the town hall it would be a waste of tax payer money on something
that is "new" when the one we currently have does the job perfectly fine.
More restaurants that stay open for dinner!
Lighting that can be on a dimmer.
evening theater with area for screen
Pedestrian only zone
As previously mentioned
Why is the only thing you can think to do is basically have another park. The parks Bountiful has now are not maintained and I am not
excited about public restrooms that encourage more homeless to stay in the area. They are already living in the bushes and trees in
your 20+ parks
resturaunts
Don't want the p;aza
a new city hall
Veteran's Memorial to honor those who have given everything and those who have served to keep this land free. We owe them a
place of remembrance so our community and their families can pay their respects to those who have served.
more space for new business near the downtown area
A clock
Dog park
Cleanliness Establish rules without exceptions
small market
Advertise constantly that this area is to be respected. Adequate playgrounds and parks exist for skateboarding, swimming, loud
activities. More books less bluster. Provide reading and art lessons to children and adults. Raise standards and educational
opportunities.
Keep possibilities open for new activities.
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parking is important and keeping 200 north open!
I don't want the plaza to look like a parking lot.
A reception Hall, like the Old Dome Meeting Hall in Riverton.
Lighting to make the plaza useable and inviting in the evening.
Movie in the park capability. Decent sound system! No one wants to scratchy or screechy speakers. A place for the food trucks.
A place for outdoor movies, concerts, and food trucks. Space for boutiques and small conferences. PLEASE move the farmers market
back. The new location is HORRIBLE!!
decorations
Previously commented.
Gardens
Smaller scale, discrete spaces for local groups to easily reserve and use outside of major events.
A gathering place
No opinion
The large trees that are there are there are nice but they are sycamores with very large weak limbs and a lot of tree debris all year. If
they can be saved that would be OK but some new well landscaped areas that will develop over the years could be great too.
Public Library
Library
We don't have that many visitors to Bountiful's main street for you too provide restrooms. Bountiful doesn't have to be responsible for
peoples choices. People need to learn to make choices that take care of their bodies needs, not expect someone else to do it for them.
2nd South doesn't need to be closed. Maintain the streets we already have instead of starting to close them.
skatepark next to restrooms
Sports fields
A place that we can do the Car burnouts.
Stage and lighting
i already did
Contemporary design is key! OLD designs look dated, thus making the venue's dated as well. Or so the perception will appear to be.
Bountiful. It's Park is already the place for big functions! But this could incorporate some classy, smaller artistic functions, especially by
tapping into an already present local arts community
Portable stages are much more useable and practical
Public exchange area for online commerce. With signage and clear camera presence. It’s a nice thing with little investment.
A memorial to our city's veterans
Dog friendly
Skatepark
Miniature golf course
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Why not put this to a vote ?
Also, add a playground with a big toy.
Can't think of anything
create a schedule that host or supports the arts, music, and cultural events on a rotation if needed to keep people from outside
communities returning to Bountiful. Sidewalk art, dance festivals, cultural/ethnic festivals, etc
Food trucks
Acquire rights to additional space. Bus/public transportation stop close by.
Just make sure new trees are part of the design - as our beautiful older ones will not last forever! And please - keep the old ones as
long as you can!!!!
Careful with our money
Build a multi-use path along Mill Creek from Mueller Park to the existing library, to allow better pedestrian and bike access to Main
Street.
Some areas designated for street musicians/entertainers to perform for tips
So, if normal parking is converted into a space for an event, where will all the people coming to the event park?
off site parking area that could accommodate a public parking garage in the future.
Shade
Stage would be great IF the music isn't too loud, aimed toward neighbors, or obnoxious. Also, close 200 South!!
Close 200 south and make it a part of the plaza
Non smoking public area
It seems like we already have a stage for musical events. The public restrooms would be hard to maintain.
Flexible
Shade is important
Skatepark
Bountiful city park already covers all of this
Nothing that would attract the homeless population to Bountiful City
Cafe
Miniature golf course
Less concrete, MORE TREES!
food truck area
Walking garden or ball park.
Veterens memorial
Community garden/demonstration garden
An ability to reserve for private events.
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See other answers: bouldering wall etc
Website with schedule and highlights of events
nothing
Dog park
There must be enough parking to make the space easily and conveniently even during events.
plenty of parking for events and plenty of shade!
trees for shade throughout the grounds.
Leaving lots of open grass area
Draper Park is a good model with historical buildings, the library, play fields/exercise course, large beautiful trees, a walking path,
playground, tent facilities, bathroom facilities. Christmas lighting events through December would be unbelievably beautiful. Most
communities have this, but Bountiful does not.
Library
Add a Green Bike bike-share for people to ride as another form of transportation. They are very popular and promote a healthy
lifestyle.
Walking path
Public access from designated parking lots via no ticket required ...OR... Charge for ticket by the month or other Designated time of
use
A historical plaque that talks about stoker school and its history
Convertible parking area for parade events
Leave it as an open playing field. That's the best possible use of the land.
DO NOT CUT THE TREES DOWN
Places where new art can be added or temporarily removed for convenience of large events.
Public drinking fountains.
Keep the south soccer area as is so the kids still have that recreation.
Close 200 s permanently. If that's not possible then having the ability to close it for events would be a 10 for me.
Keep the cost as low as possible. power the plaza with solar power. have a community garden. use sustainable natural materials for
construction. avoid unsustainable materials such as steel and concrete as much as possible
Fields and courts to bring people down and spend money after to eat. While people wait they can shop
Dog park
Veterans memorial
Night time lights
Dog Park
Locations for food trucks to park.
smaller pavilion area rented like a park pavilion for small parties
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movable tables and chairs
a new capital building
Plant trees throughout the plaza, especially along the west side.
Outdoor markets and festivals, even during colder months, lawn games, tables for eating, rotating art exhibitions
I don't want the focus to be on a "parking lot". We already have parking access on main street and existing through roads. Please
please make something more visually appealing.
Veteran's Memorial and historical art is better than "public generic" meaningless modern art
Get rid of old used car lots along with other eye sores along Main street. Go after other larger draw businesses such as Trader Joes to
bring people to Main Street and support other small businesses.
NO LIBRARY. Thing of the past
Increasing power allows versatility for all kinds of special events
DOG PARK!!!
Bicycle parking, motorcycle parking
Near or in a pavilion have a way to project a film on a wall.
Area for food trucks to set up
This survey is really a waste of time, since it is intended to help you feel better about this pet project, regardless of whether it is wanted
by the voters.
grass
Some sort of winter activity
Traffic in and out considerations: if you could provide public transport options especially for events it would allow people to come
without cars - getting there easily and back home with public transport...
Open greenspace
Ice skating in winter
There is such a thing as too much parking. Our current laws require so many spaces per building. This decreases walkability and
increases vehicle use. I suggest lowering the number of spaces required.
A University of Utah Satellite Campus
Restaurant
Invite locate talent to come and share there talents with others
ample trashcans, bike racks, and water fountains.
Dog park
PA system
The library could have an overflow/outdoor area that connects to the outside in the summer time. The library could be designed to take
advantage of good weather and promote reading to take place in the sunshine. I've seen buildings that have whole walls that can open
into plazas and become party of the outside. If a section of the library did that it would be very neat. The library could also have a
balcony on the second floor with tables and chairs, with plants and hanging flowers.
Night lighting.
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Adequate garbage removal service.
No Pets
Restaurants
Dog park
Tables for eating food
Beautify the area- trees, flowers, landscaping.
The park by the rec center already has a stage.
DOG PARK
All sounds good.
Sound system
Provide light rail link to our Main Street.
Amphitheater
Food vendor facilities
Your question about maintaining vehicular access is double-barreled. That means you have no idea which of the two concepts a
person is emphasizing, vehicular access or flexibility to facilitate special events.
Parking is a great idea
Concert series
I don't want what gateway has, but if that's the end result don't screw it up by letting the church have a say, not everyone in bountiful is
LDS,
Winter activities

History and character of Bountiful: Considering the many ways the Plaza might be utilized to
showcase history and character of Bountiful (Goal #5), please review and rank each one according
to the same sliding scale from "Not Important" on left to "Very Important" on right.

Field Mean Count
Incorporate public art reflective of Bountiful's rich heritage. (You are welcome to comment on what part of our
heritage might be best to highlight through public art.)

5.05

875

Name the area Stoker Plaza.

4.88

1186

Provide appropriate space for a memorial to Bountiful's veterans.

6.21

1195

Remember Stoker School by installing a monument or by incorporating creative use of school bricks within the
design of the Plaza.

5.12

1197

Suggest and rank another design feature to honor Bountiful's heritage.

5.49

995
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Additional visualization for how the Plaza might be utilized to showcase the history and character of
Bountiful.

Suggest another design feature to honor Bountiful’s heritage:
Incorporate public art reflective of Bountiful's rich heritage. (You are welcome to comment on what part of our heritage might be best to
highlight through public art.) - Text
Memorial wall similar to Korean Veterans memorial in Washington DC with photos engraved in the stone.
Historical plaques around the plaza and main street.
Ute specific
Maybe a wall with old pictures of Bountiful to represent the amazing history there is in Bountiful.
Pioneer Memorial
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Also Bamberger
Please not the silliness of modern art shapes that my kindergarten grandkids could design. Honest, make it something that
incorporates city history and let be meaningful to connecting them to us and us to them.
Refer to past comments
Bountiful has always been know for the orchards and gardens of all kinds. For years it has been known as the city of beautiful homes
and gardens.
Use the bricks in the design of the Plaza.
I love this idea, but haven't thought about it long enough to come up with something appropriate! I will continue pondering and let you
know when I have an aha!! I like the idea of honoring the Stoker School, as well as our pioneer heritage, and the core values that make
Bountiful so distinctive.
Pioneer Settlement, etc.
Statues of Happy People. Perhaps in pioneer dress. What is the Heritage you are trying to convey? How do you show hard working,
honest people in art.
Permanent or changing? pioneers and 50's drug stores, theater, etc orchards
Have areas where we can view local artist's work....it would rotate every year or so
Art honoring those who bring/brought wisdom and strength to our community - an art installation similar to "Wrinkles of the City" by
artist JR. Have a photographer take portraits of the beautiful aging generation and create large photography pastes.
remember Stoker by not tearing it down. too late now. I think a list of Bountiful veterans would be spectacular!
Now that you destroyed Stoker school; turn the area into a park; period.
Historical photos
pioneer heritage
Pioneer family settlers.
The farmers
Pioneer heritafe
A verterans memorial or wall is a great idea but it may be more appropriate somewhere else where there is a quiet reflective
atmosphere
Something to honor the pioneer heritage or even all the fruit groves that existed around here.
I wouldn't necessarily focus on specific events or people in history. I would focus on the value of community and unity and family and
gathering together. Art that has people coming together or lifting each other or holding hands or celebrating or working together is what
I think about when I think of Bountiful.
Pioneer heritage.
Historical displays, and maps to show what was around the area.
please see comments on prior slides
Heritage is not as important to me.
No art
Rotating displays of artwork from local artists.
Sustainability - Our natural resources are part of our heritage and we should carry this forward and be forward looking. Water
conservation should be integral; solar panels should be considered like on the roof of the restrooms and possibly other structures;
recycle bins,...
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Pioneer
Do not tear down stoker, save the money to restore it.
History of Main Street
Every time I see public art, I see a loss of my tax payer dollars. Instead make the landscape more artistic.
I think having a farmers market helps honor the heritage of farming in Bountiful. Maybe a bronze apple tree as an art feature.
Pioneer/early settler photos
Traditional looking building design keep the building looking somewhat histrionics to designs in the 40’s or 50’s
Keep plaza open and unencumbered. Seating, play areas, monuments, stage should be kept at the perimeter.
Murals of pictures and timelines representing Bountiful's growth and changes. Put them on a wall at one or both entrances. Alexandria
Virginia has one.
Pioneer and family
No comment
Pioneer ancestry - Session etc
I don't think most people will need much more than a plaque to understand the heritage. They can visit museums if they want to know
more. Focus on the present and future and how to care for current and future residents-- many will be settling from elsewhere so
anything to make them feel welcome with structures that serve now and don't overly emphasize the Bountiful Heritage. It gets a little
stuffy and boring when cities do that. I understand that the history is important but it can be a little bit boring and a little preachy. No one
should feel like they don't belong here.
Most of the historical landmarks people come to see are gone. The only item of history left is the tabernacle. Main Street is not
historical any more. As a neighbor I personally talked with people from all over the world. I remember a young couple from Italy said
they came because there were so many registered historical sites in a row. But that was before Bountiful house was built. All the torn
down registered sites should be honored.
incorporate fruit/trees, pioneer heritage in statue form
A veteran memorial is, in a way, a celebration of war. Dead soldiers are victims more than heroes. Skip the memorial. I am a veteran.
Pioneer Memorial of some sort would be great!!
Please, no cheesy sculptures of pioneers, or Mormon families.
art is great but not necessarily to reflect Bountiful's heritage. Veterans memorial a great idea but not at the plaza
How about a statue of randy lewis.
We have a fabulous art museum on Main Street which should be more noticeable as people are drawn to that area. The public art
should be interactive--to be climbed or dripping water.
Bench with early pioneer statue to sit by and photograph
Hold varied activities in conjunction with BDAC exhibits featuring local artists
Early people (collective e.g. pioneer children, or individuals), historic main street, animals, ways of life (e.g. farming).
Public art?? The first time someone climbs on or heaven forbid rides their skate board on, then what??
Water fountain
Pioneer heritage
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Modern
a rotating display of sorts so it can be changed seasonally. sculptures that won't be broken by kids.
PIONEERS
Something to do with us being "doers"
I don't want to do anything that will raise taxes. It is not the job of Bountiful City to entertain people.
Founders
Please make sure it goes with the design and feel of the neighborhood. Sometime parks are traditional in design and then slap modern
art here and there that doesn't flow.
My understanding that much of Bountiful used to be orchards. Perhaps some orchards trees lining one side of the area along with
description would be nice. It would go along with the farmers market ambiance. Something to show the abundance of goodness that
the Bountiful name and people provide.
Family togetherness. Pioneer Heritage.
Something to honor the pioneers, families, and beautiful gardens and fruit trees - things Bountiful is known for
There is a plaza next to the Jewish Museum in Warsaw that makes space for outdoor panels that tell historical stories. I'll make some
photos available to Gary Hill. The exhibits can be changed.
Indian, Religious, veteran and Constitutional Heritage
This is all fluff.
Pioneer Heritage - dozens of ways
Anything besides the Mormon Heritage
Define Bountiful's rich heritage. Does anyone know anything about the history of Bountiful?
Founding fathers/mothers
Pioneers that settled Bountiful.
I love that Bountiful's history included building a wall to protect it, it would be fun to incorporate an elementary of that and the
significance of it coming down. I also love that.
A monument would be nice if tax dollars are not used.
Veterans is a great cause and always worth remembering.
Families & children, education.
pioneer
native american
I am not native to Bountiful and not well-versed on Bountiful's rich heritage. I would prefer no pioneer art, as there is an entire park in
Utah dedicated to it.
Pioneer Heritage
Something that doesn't reference the Mormons.
pioneers and early settlers
Men and women who fought for our country. (Mormon Battlalion, WWI and WWII fighters, etc.)
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pioneer monument veterans monument
I would like to see something that can be used for more than just the summer. the 20+ parks in the area are enough. I think you need
to think outside the box and stop with the PARKS PARKS PARKS and think of something that will encourage people to shop so the
stores will stay open later than 6pm. Those outdoor spaces are not going to encourage people to go downtown in the winter which is
what we have the majority of the year.
do something new and different. modern fun exploritory
don't want the plaza
Nancy Lund and Donna Barton art
Take a look at the memorial to veterans in the old Davis County Courthouse in Farmington. It is a BIG, beautiful brass plaque
commemorating veterans from the "Indian Problems" through Vietnam. Expand it to include the Gulf Wars and Afghanistan.
No ox cart displays, or homesteads in disrepair. Beautifully maintained animals, barns, homes, sunsets, mountains. Include historical
businesses, schools, homes.
Forget the oxcarts. Create art that is reflective today. Avoid modernism art, maintain traditional traditions. Establish lessons for
knitting, crochet, charcoal drawing, reading, map reading.
Pioneer heritage
Pioneers/founders
Featuring Bountiful's Mormon heritage is probably a given. But it would be nice to have diversity as well--perhaps something for the
Azasazi, the Fremont, and the Utes, Payutes and Shohone...maybe a dinosaur or two (A stone Utahraptor for the kids to climb on?)
Perhaps one part could be a playground of Azasazi cave houses with hand paintings/decorations...?
Art relating to Agriculture that was a part of the early days of Bountiful.
How about a reception center that is a smaller, but recognizable replica of the old Stoker School. Similar to the Old Dome Meeting Hall
in Riverton.
Harvesting farming
Even though the current trend is to cram as many houses, apartments, or car dealerships as possible on to a piece of land, we need to
remember when Bountiful was full of beautiful ORCHARDS with open space. At least preserve it in art.
stoker school
Local artists
Rich pioneer heritage would be appropriate.
Family past present and future
Love that idea!
Plaques on new buildings honoring old buildings is missing the point of a historic area. Unfortunately we don't have a historic area
anymore. Just build something that is new and of good quality, forget about the plaques.
More money spent for memorials, why don't you take care of peoples needs instead of the past. Many people in Bountiful need lower
taxes, lower water fees, lower power fees and food. Support our schools with ALL THE MONEY YOU HAVE instead of this nonsense.
Pioneer heritage
Pioneers
Art depicting Fruit trees, pioneers, beautiful gardens, family, friendship, community
lots of art
Modern art is more interesting and provides needed contrast to the more traditional architecture. We should avoid traditional statues or
boring monuments.
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A placard will accomplish the goal. If your going to add things such as "standing art or monuments" go with peaces that are of today's
styles and trends. Lets not live life looking through the rear view mirror all the time. I'm not saying don't pay our respects, i'm just saying
lets build on our history with modern peaces. Not every thing has to be old or look old, introduce art that speaks to our generation. This
will bring people in!
I like to memorialize our strong agricultural heritage... fruit orchards and gardens by encouraging a lush and abundant green design-"Bountiful!"
Honoring the veterans
It would be nice to honor the founding fathers of Bountiful, i.e. Perrigrine Sessions, etc..
The train
I think a public art instalation that focuses on Bountiful's natural beauty would be nice. I think of orchards, deer, and trees which makes
us stand out from other cities. We already have a history museum which covers pioneer heritage.
Bring the mountains into the plaza. Highlight Holbrook canyon, or other awesome mountain hikes that bountiful has
Maybe have some type of photo or map that shows what downtown bountiful used to look like.
Native low moisture but artfully placed plantings eather than just all grass. This is a dessert. But it has water running through it an had a
mill, so the water feature should reflect the life it brings to the dessert. You could maybe do a waterfall down the side of a monument to
veterans for the life they gave us while having shed tears or blood also. The pioneers shed tears and blood also, but the sweet water
brings life to the dessert also, and they did too.
Veterans memorial might be better suited to the new expanded cemetary
Don't spend money on public art. If someone wants to donate it fine. But don't pay.
art can be historic in nature but not all. I would like to see unique and interesting art as well. Interactive art would create more interest
and bring people here and have something to talk about more so than old history. Newer styles would do more to create a city center
than the old would.
Public art is fine if it is statues of historical figures, no "weird" art.
Progressive meaning where we started with LDS pioneers to what we are now as being all inclusive.
We do not need the strange art statues that were shown in the pictures.
Pay tribute to early settlers.
Not too much, but just enough.
Why is Bountiful called Bountiful? Celebrate the name and heritage.
Graffiti wall
Carmacks, old BJH, old fort
Pioneer heritage art
Make a stoker school sign out of some of the stoker school bricks saying "stoker school
Something not Mormon.
Yes
Orchards
Dont focus on one part. Art to reflect ALL parts
mountains
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Families
Native American something or other
The chalk art festival incorporated into the plaza
nothing
Something that honors the pioneer stock and the industrious good people of Bountiful (not necessarily just the Stoker family.)
murals like at the top of the capital-painting of native american, pioneers coming to valley. NOT gaudy bronze sculptures or statues.
things that will inspire kids and people and bring people together. something new-interactive art.
1st settlers
none
Beautiful large scale pieces, including interactive pieces with seating---wagons, historical plaques or statues of people or events--such
as Bountiful's founding. An interactive 3-d miniature of bountiful or historical bountiful.
Honor the orchards with art about different fruit trees (incorporate into landscape and sell at farmer's markets?)
something dumb to commemorate the current city governments stupidity in pushing this project.
It would be wonderful to display pictures of what Main Street looked like 100 years ago. Also show pictures of businesses back then
and as time went on for example: The Bountiful Drug Store, the original Post Office, etc...
Orchards
Let BDAC design and manage this
Handcart monument
The area has nothing to do with veterans. But that kind of monument in a more appropriate place. At Stoker Plaza, the history of
schools and the Relief Society should be memorialized, not military service.
Pioneer Heritage
The wall that was being constructed around our city, but never finished. It would be cool to highlight this piece of history with an
architectural feature, like maybe a varying concrete wall that can be climbed on, to represent the wall that was meant to turn the city
into a fort. It could be constructed by a local artist and have some cool features.
A piece honoring the native Americans would be fitting.
Pioneer history
You had the perfect monument in place already, thehe actual school!!
interactive art would be better than expensive pieces of ..... lumps... of metal
Historic art, pioneers, things that relate to Bountiful's past. Not interested in modern art.
Something other than pioneers. We've got enough of that around here. Try to find something quirky or unique to Bountiful to start
conversations
You know what's part of Bountiful's heritage? Stoker School. After the immense public outcry over the new city hall, I can't believe the
city is plodding forward with this.
early settlers
Resilience
Historic or traditional only. Modern art and decor doesn't fit a historic downtown. Perhaps something having to do with the founder.
Stoker school was gross and ugly, nothing to do with that
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I just like public art, it doesn't need to be historical, though. I just needs to reflect our community values and be neat. No weird stuff!
It's ridiculous to turn Stoker school into a pile of rubbish and then worry about preserving the memory. Total irony. Bountiful does not
really have rich heritage either. Lets' be realistic about that. It was a fruit growing community in the past.
Holbrook Park - Joseph Holbrook was a big founder of Bountiful.
Handcart days, other schools in the area
A cool paneling telling of the settling of Bountiful, making the land safe, the fort, clearing of bears, that bountiful used to be known for its
lucious farms and orchards and and that the hills used to be filled with cantalope farms and about catalope days, and about the trolley
that ran down orchard drive, and the orginal trolly station, about the unique homes in bountiful, etc. Little history displays telling the
stories, of pioneers from the early days to pioneers since, about the innovative people of bountiful, did you know the guy who invented
the bread maker lives here, etc.
brick and roof line suggestive of Stoker School; (Hepworth's 1st S. and Main did this well) Pioneer Art; Veteran's art; Sacrifices by
ancestors to enhance residents futures in wise planning, growth of infrastructure to support generations.... Service above self.
Original Sett;ement
Pioneer heritage! Then yes!
No comment at this time.
Early settlers and American Indians
Nothing religious
Maybe a giant statue of the mayor since he seems to think he is more important than any other resident of bountiful.
Please no modern stuff - it should be in keeping with the feel of Main street, and that historic charm kind of atmosphere. Art is so
subjective that some will love it and some will hate it - so keeping it minimal and classy would be good.
Separation of church and state. Whatever monument you add make sure you adhere to the above.
That would be great
First people here
Invite local people to share there talents.
Orchards, Native American, Pioneer, immigrant, summerfest
Pioneer heritage
A statue of Jethro Clamped would best capture the feel and heritage
Pictures and maps of what places in Bountiful looked like years ago.
memorial to Bountiful's veterans would be appropriate.
Fruit trees and other framing crops horses. Absolutely no Mormon and other reglious stuff.
Pioneer house
Have kids create the art!
Mormon heritage is important, but let's remember other groups, including native Americans.
An interactive artistic display somehow incorporating fruit orchards.
Pioneer
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Pioneer heritage? Indian heritage?
our pioneer heritage
Yes!
Not important
Something representing families
If it's Pioneer art - something reflecting Bountiful's true heritage - then that's great. If Mormon Pioneer heritage is too politically
incorrect, then I don't want art, especially if it's nonsensical modern "art"
Farmer/pioneer tribute to emphasize the importance of starting from nothing and succeeding
I like art. Don't care what it is.
Local artists have shows to bring art tours to the community
Nothing fancy, but just design that represents small town character, historic main street style.
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Q14 - Before you go, we invite you to have a little creative fun. . .
Let Your Imagination Go!
Tell us in a few words the top three (3) elements of the Plaza that you feel would make it absolutely
awesome!
Element 1
zipline
You want features unique from the other parks in the area (such as the rec center park). Keep that in mind when you're designing
something. What would make people want to come here? That's why I keep beating the bouldering wall to death, skatepark, water
feature, etc.
You already ruined the space by tearing down the school. Nothing will ever be as good.
Year round availability. Shade, canopies
Wrong
Wise and careful use of my tax dollars
Wifi
wifi
Wide grassy area. Perhaps a soccer field.
Why would we want to move the library. What is wrong with the one we have in its current location.
Whatever it is make it architectural and beautiful
welcoming but not a problem for local residents. Close at 10 pm
We don't need it.
Water splash pad
Water play for kids - not just a splash pad, the ones that have little rivers, etc to play in
Water play area like those in the picture (especially the waterfall with rocks)
Water play area
Water play
Water park/plaza for families
water park and seating
Water park
Water park
Water park
water park
Water pad or feature
Water fun
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Water fun
Water fountain with fire
Water formation
water for playing in
Water features that you can play in always bring families in.
water features like St. George
Water features for children to play in
Water features
water features
Water features
Water features
water features
Water features
Water feature/splash park for kids!!!
Water Feature/Splash Pad
Water feature/play area for kids to play
Water feature/play area for children!
Water feature/park for kids
Water feature/ splash pad
Water feature.
Water feature-splash pad in summer turned into ice rink in winter!
water feature, play things for kids
Water feature! And a really cool one too!
water feature with music
Water feature with little footbridges and places for kids to explore all around the perimeter?
Water feature with good shaded seating options for parents to enjoy nearby
water feature to play in
water feature such as spash pad and stream
Water feature splash pad
Water Feature sounds amazing
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Water feature in the summer, outdoor ice skating rink with fire pits in the winter.
water feature in summer
water feature for kids to play in, but not exclude people who don't want to get wet
Water feature for kids
Water feature for kids
Water feature for kids
Water Feature for kids
Water feature for kids
Water feature for hot summer days
Water feature for family picnics
water feature for families
Water feature for children to play in
Water feature and shade
Water feature and seating
water feature
Water feature
Water Feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water Feature
Water feature
water feature
water feature
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water feature
Water Feature
Water feature
Water feature
water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
water feature
water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
water feature
Water feature
Water feature
water feature
Water feature
water feature
water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
water feature
Water Feature
Water feature
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water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water Feature
WATER FEATURE
Water Feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water Feature
Water Feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
Water feature
water feature
Water feature
Water Feature
water feature
Water elements
Water Element
Water element
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water element
Water element
Water area for kids
Water area for kids
Water area
Water - kids LOVE to play on water- so anything that looks like a natural stream, or rock feature that has water , that kids can play
in/on.
Water Feature
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
water
Water
Water
water
Water
Water
Water
Water
water
Water
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Water
Water
water
Wash rooms
Walkways & grassy areas
Walking/Running Trail
Walking trails and paths
Walking or jogging path
walking and running path
Walkable area closed to cars
Vibrant farmer's market (similar to the one in SLC)
Veterans Memorial
Veterans Memorial
Veterans memorial
Veteran's Memorial
Veteran memorial
Using nature to beautify
Useable open space
Unique, interactive water feature and play equipment
unique
Turn it in to a University of Utah Satellite Campus
Trees.
Trees and grass
trees and flowers
Trees & shade
Trees & grass
Trees
trees
Trees
trees
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Trees
Trees
Trees
Trail to a ice skating trail in fthe winrter
Things for kids to enjoy
Theatre
The stage and spaces for public artists/entertainers to perform for tips
The library
The library
The 4th north park is better for large gatherings for large musical performances
That it’s paid for without increasing taxes.
Tables and umbrellas
Stoker school
Stage for concerts
stage area for outdoor summer concerts
Stage and Seating
Stage and gathering area
Sports complex
Splashpad
Splash park
Splash pad/water element
Splash pad, water park
Splash pad! We need one in Bountiful for all the kiddos to go in the summer for free!
Splash pad for kids
splash pad and/or other water features
Splash pad and playground
Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash pad
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Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash Pad
Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash Pad
Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash Pad
Spacious with options for large events and power connections
Spacious
space to move
space for events
Something that isn’t offered already at the 400 N park.
Something that draws people there. Water feature for summer, perhaps gas fire pits with seating for winter? O
something for kids
Somehow remembering Stoker school before it!!! :)
Some unique fun feature, maybe an ice rink.
Some sort of concert series
some private alcoves
Some manner of element that would, in Winter, transform to a skating area and see alternate use in other Seasons
Small playground area
Small performance stage
Small baseball park for future minor league team
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Skating rink in summer and ice rink in winter for outdoor activities.
Skatepark!
Skatepark
Skatepark
Skate part or ice skating + grassy area
Skate park
skate
Sitting area
Sitting area
Shut down 200 and main street for events
Shops
Shady trees, flowers and plants
Shaded, grassy area.
shaded seating with trees
shaded seating areas for groups
shaded grass and seating areas
shaded areas
shaded
shade trees, grass area for events (ex. farmers market, festivals...)
Shade trees and open spaces with lawns & flowers: "Bountiful - beautiful homes & gardens"
Shade trees
shade in the summertime, limited sheltering in the winter times
Shade and green areas
Shade / plants
shade (trees)
Shade
SHADE
Shade
Shade
Shade
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Shade
Shade
Sell it to private developers
Seating that encourages socializing
Seating in the shade to watch kids
Seating built into the landscape, similar to attempts Square
seating
seating
seating
Seating
Safe environment where kids can gather without predators
Safe
Safe
Romantic and Family Gathering Spots
Robust farmers market that can augment my grocery shopping with local produce and eggs
Retail - especially food near by plaza
Restrooms
Restrooms
Restraints that serve beer and have outdoor seating.
Restaurant space
Remember, it's a Plaza, not the Sistine Chapel. Keep a reasonable budget of less than $2 million.
Relaxing family environment
Relaxing
Public sesting
Public restrooms, power, parking, and wifi
Public restrooms
Public Rest rooms
Public library to bring people to the area
Public library
Public library
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Public Gathering Space
Public events scheduled. Concerts chalk festival etc.
Public bathrooms
public art and creative ways to get people engaged like a chalkboard people can write on that says before I die....
public art
Provide lots of shade
PROVIDE AS MUCH OPEN SPACE AS POSSIBLE.
Provide a place to purchase refreshments (Ice cream, sodas etc)
Preserving the trees on the north side of the plaza.
plenty of shade
Please don't take my lack of answers as an insult. I didn't answer because I think the Plaza is almost as ridiculous of an idea as the
new City Hall. I think the tax dollars of this community should be put into infrastructure which is clearly behind. Our roads are not
maintained, our power poles are old and rotting, and our underground utilities are crippling.
Please close off 200 S to make a mega plaza. The burnout can be done many other places. Let's not let 2 hours a year affect this
decision:)
Pleasant surroundings
playground
Play ground - a really big and awesome one!
Play feature water & climbing
Play Areas
Play area for children with disabilities
Play area for children including a water feature in warm weather
Play
Places to sit, relax, and enjoy the beauty of the area
Places for kids, toddlers to teenagers, to play.
places for families to gather and have fun.
Place where kids can run around and parents can enjoy adult time with friends - a gathering place.
Place to sit and talk, socialize
Place to have activities
Place for public gathering/events
Place for live entertainment
Place for kids to play!
Place for kids
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place for families to relax
Place for families to gather and enjoy being in Bountiful!
Pizza
Picnic, entertainment area
Picnic area!
Picnic area for food trucks with plenty of seating
Perpetual care and cleanliness.
Performance stage
People are there! They sit and linger, they feel comfortable hanging out.
Pedestrian Walking Path winding among the features of the plaza
Pedestrian friendly...don't mix cars and people.
Peaceful beauty, trees, plantings, semi classical music. I want to smile; not frown.
peaceful and beautiful environment
Peaceful
Parking
Paid for without using rainy day funds
Outdoor water feature
Outdoor seating
Outdoor music played all the time; preferable traditional or "soft" music
Outdoor music area with large musical instruments
outdoor ice rink
Outdoor ice rink
outdoor cafe-type seating and dining.
Outdoor Activities
Out stage
Open, green space and shade/nature (I do not want to look at a concrete parking lot)
Open up the Plaza to Main via a mid-block connection
open spaces that accomadates the needs of the able and disabled.
Open spaces
Open space with water feature & perhaps ice skaters
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Open space with mature trees and grass
Open Space with grass
Open space w/ kid friendly activities (water feature or playground)
OPEN SPACE FOR GATHERING
Open space for families to play/have picnics in
Open space for events
Open space
Open space
Open space
Open space
Open space
Open Space
Open space
Open space
Open space
Open Space
open green space
Open grass area
open grass
Open field for soccer and Farmers' market. Nothing else needed.
Open field
Open design
Open areas
Open area with green grass and trees. Picnic tables, places for shade. Tasteful water park. Well maintained so it doesn’t become a
place undesirables gather.
Open area to expand the farmers market, etc
Open area for kids to play and roam
Open area
Open and calm
Open Amphitheater
Open all hours
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Open air environment.
Off leash dog park
Not wasting our money on something that will not be utilized
Not wasting money on it.
Not having a city hall at the same location
None
NO PLAZA
No new taxes
no new library
No new City Hall
No library!!!
No design by committee
no city hall
No cars going through
Nice seating area
New public Library
New library!
New Library!
New library!
New library -- a must!
New library
New library
New Library
new Library
New library
New Library
New library
new capital building
Nearby cafes and restaurants. Create a fun and safe space for youth and young at heart instead of aiming at infants. Ability to go in a
date then walk to plaza.
Natural shade
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Natural seating like a stadium with grass seats
Natural looking rock and water play place
Natural elements. Stark and sterile environments make for unattractive experiences
Native plants
Music - interactive
Music
Music
Multiple Active Uses
Multi use to keep it occupied and busy
Multi use space that incorporates nature and the ability for people to enjoy it - seating etc
More trees for shade
more space for classic car shows, including the coasts for kids car show
More parking
Monument to the pioneers
Modern art
modern
Miniature golf course
Memorial
Maybe one big dog park!
mark the man shark
Make us walk around and talk and catch up on fun while the kids can roam around.
Make the water feature something that when turned off, it serves as a stage or seating...make it flexible use.
Maintain the soccer and sports field
Lush green organic landscaping
Lower maintenance items to help reduce the taxpayer burden. Yeah it's nice to have fun things but at what cost to taxpayers to
maintain those items?
Lots of Water Features
Lots of space (no big crowds)
Lots of shaded seating with lots of trees
Lots of shade trees
lots of shade
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Lots of restrooms
Lots of open space for kids to play
lots of large shade trees
Lots of Green space
Lots of Grass
Lots of art! Think BIG! Crown fountain (spitting fountain in Chicago) brings people from all over the world!
Lighting to make the plaza inviting in the evening.
Library!!!!!!
Library!!!!!
Library! Library! Library!!
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library
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library
library
Library
library
Library
Library
Library
Library
Leave the library where it is, so it will have adequate parking.
Leave 200 South open
Leave
Large shade trees
Large shade trees
Large natural trees
Large indoor and/or outdoor area for performances (musical/play/comedy/etc.) This creates versatility for the plaza's use and provides
an area for venues of all types of creativity that residents can perform in, or enjoy watching. This also brings in large amounts of
people to wander the surrounding shops and area.
Large gathering space for events. Open areas for daily play.
Large decorative space
Large beautiful trees on north side of plaza.
Kids water feature
Kids play area with stream water feature
Kids friendly-safe
Kid Play Area
Kid friendly
Keep the trees
Keep the road open
Keep the designs simple and inexpensive
keep the area open. Don't close it off with covered seating that separates it too much. Logan City's tabernacle area is a good model for
this..
Keep green space
Keep 200 south open!!!
Just work with what we have.
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Just make it super fun for kids and families!!!!
Just like Station Park
Judgement Free
jogging or walking path
Jogging area
It would bring the community together
Inviting cozy lighting
Inviting
Inviting
inviting
Interesting design elements
Interactive Water Feature
Interactive Water Feature
interactive water feature
Interactive Water feature
Interactive water feature
Interactive water feature
Interactive Water Feature
interactive play areas for kids to explore
interactive play area
interactive play
Interactive gumball machine
Interactive for families
Inclusivity
Inclusiveness
Im surprised you care what I think now. We didnt even get to vote on this. Thats why Im not voting for you in the election!!!
If the library has to be relocated, I think this plaza is a good place since it is close to the current location. However I think the current
location of the library is the very best location for a new library.
If a water feature is incorporated, make sure it is water-wise.
Ice skating
Ice cream and soda shop or stand near or on the plaza!!
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I'm not looking for awsome. A water feature brings in rif raff.
I really would like to see open grass to have family picnics.
I love the library idea! I spent so much time at my local library growing up. Throughout college and for some years after, it was a calm
and relaxing place to go to study, focus, and feel safe. I prefer the library over "entertainment" ideas like a skate park or splash pad.
I love the idea of moving the library to the plaza
I love the concert venue idea
I fear parking won't be very good if you are using much of the parking lot
I DON'T WANT A PLAZA
I don't see real value in the plaza
I do not feel that all of this is necessary for spending our tax dollars.
How are you going to keep the Bums and Druggies out of your 24hr restrooms?
honoring our heritage
History
Historic design
Hidden speaker system to enhance ambiance; Christmas, summer place, special events
Group gatherings
Greenspace
Green space with trees
Green Space with limited concrete/hardspace
green space and trees
Green space
green space
Green space
Green space
Green space
Green Space
Green space
Green space
green space
Green Space
Green Space
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Green family space
green areas
Green
Great seating
Great design with grass, plants and seating
Grassy/shady ar a with benches, tables, seating
Grassy areas with mature trees
Grass, trees, and seating
Grass, shade trees and picnic areas
Grass space
grass and trees
Grass and Trees
Grass and seating areas
Grass
Grass
grass
grass
grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
Grass
grass
Good play area for young children as well as teenagers and adults.
Good place for families
Give young families a reason to come spend time, thus creating a warm environment to facilitate new traditions.
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Gathering spaces for our great community events
Gathering place, closed /open pavillion, with historical bricks, things foe children to do without closing in th e open feel if space.
Gathering area with plenty of parking and seating
Gathering
Garden space
Fun gathering place for families....children's water area and pay area.
Fun for kids
Fun for all ages
Fun
Fun
Fun
Frugality
Free Wifi
free wi-fi
Free public WiFi
Fountains
Food Trucks
Food truck park like the soho holladay food truck park
food and drink
Food
Food
Focus on really fixing the roads and old power lines. What will Bountiful do when an earth quake hits here? We could have first
responders classes and HAM radio classes etc.
Flowers and grass, lots of color
Fixed elements for lunch/picnic
Fields for sports
Fields
Features that encourage positive activities by children.
Farmers market.
Farmers market, food truck space.
Farmers market, food stands, craft, and concerts
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Farmers Market!
Farmers Market support
Farmers Market and public gathering
Farmers market
Farmers market
Farmer's market
Farmer market
family/neighborhood friendly
Family/friend gathering
family/child friendly
Family-centered
Family picknick area
Family Oriented
Family Fun Stuff
family fun options--fountains, skate rink, etc
Family fun features
Family friendly
Family Friendly
Family friendly
Family Friendly
Family friendly
family area
Family activites for all ages
Family
Family
Family
Family
Faith, Family and Fellowman - Memorial for past present and future
Extensive greenery and shade.
Expanding farmers market
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Exercise equipment specifically for older adults. Bejing has them throughout their city.
Everything looks good
Entertainment Area
Entertainment
Entertaining
enough seating / a few tables that would accomodate everyday social gathering of citizens
enlarge the area to encorporate 200 south and the south field to make it as large a space as possible for larger events as well as allow
many people to use it while feeling somewhat private
eliminate congestion and traffic jams
educational
Educational
Easy to use for hobby events
Easy access for handicap and designated parking
ease of parking and parking design
Ease of access
Dont do it, leave it alone
don't want the plaza
Don't try to compete with the 400 North Park with it's large stage and concert venue and grass for 24th of July and car shows.
Don't put City Hall there. It's closed evenings and Fri-Sun. Not a vibrant draw.
Don't get carried away with the water. We have the Rec center.
Don't create a plaza
Don't build a new library here. That would cost way too much and isn't a need. The post office and the Tabernacle are close. There isn't
enough room for that either. Leave the library where it is.
Don't
Dog Park!!
Dog Park section!
DOG PARK
Dog park
Dog park
DOG PARK
Dog Park
Dog Park
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Dog and kid friendly area that allows them both to get their energy out in a safe environment
Do not build
Distinctive water feature that is way more than a splash pad - for all ages
dfdfgdf
Designed in conjunction with a new library--plaza will then be used throughout the day/week, rather than just during special events.
Definitely a splash pad with a fun nighttime artistic element.
Decent public restrooms that are maintained and not disgusting
creative climbing water feature
Creative
Create an organic environment, free of chemical sprays. Safe for our families!
Cooperative play for all ages.
Cool Water feature
Continual community events
Contemporary design
Consult the designers of the City creek plaza, and ask what they would have done differently.
Concert stage
community place to gather
community oriented
Community event gathering space
Community
Community
Community
Commons area for family or group gatherings including decorative overhead covering
comfortable seating in the shade
Comfortable open space.
Clean/well maintained
Clean kid friendly space
Clean and easy to maintain
Clean - has to be kept clean and have adequate, inconspicuous garbage cans
Civic Center, holiday concerts or avtivities
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City hall
Children's Water Feature
child friendly water feature
Cafe
Built by the community, volunteer labor and supples
BUILDING STRUCTURES THAT WILL BE SAFE FOR CHILDREN
Build the library there.
Biking paths
Bike/walking trails
Bike paths connecting downtown with Bountiful Park, City Hall and all major routes in Bountiful.
Better dining options nearby
Being actually on Main Street in front of the Tabernacle, but built in a way to preserve the view of that building.
Beautiful landscaping, including flowers and large trees for shade
Beautiful landscaping, hard and soft, including plenty of seating, water feature, and shade.
Beautiful landscaping and gardens with plenty of shade trees, but space to also hold large community events
Beautiful landscaping
Beautiful design, I.e. Peace gardens, Memory Grove, or even temple square.
Beautiful
Beautiful
Be conservative in spending
As the citizens first as to whether the plaza should be built to begin with----please!!!
Artistic library is a great idea!
Artistic Hardscaping incorperating lots of shade.
Art
Art
Art
Art
Area for families
an unique play area not like all the other dull parks in the city
An interactive water feature for the children
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An empty field, perhaps with a soccer field
An awesome water feature to play in
An artistic feature that could house changing art within it
An area where families love to be many times throughout all seasons of the year
an area for new business development
Ample space for community events
Amphitheater
Allowing for expansion of the Farmers Market
allow the farmer's market to grow
Allow dogs
affordable business fronts to help people take the farmers market or food truck dream to the next level
Adult games like tables for chess or a nice ball court
Adequate lighting
Activity area for bikes and skateboards
Activities to do
Activities to bring people together
Active water fountain
Active Play for children
Accessibility (wheelchair, stroller, elderly -- see my other answers)
Accentuating Bountiful's traditions and heritage
Ability to close down the area for special events. i.e. car show, parade. More activities to get people downtown.
A welcoming attitude toward everyone, not just straight, white, Mormons.
A water feature
A skate park
A safe place for families
A safe interactive water element (spashpad ish)
A robust farmer's market with food trucks and public toilets
A resting and visiting place
A place to relax
A place to kick back and relax without overwhelming amounts of craziness. Craziness is for public playgrounds.
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A place for outdoor free concerts
A place for outdoor events - music, lectures, bazaars, holiday celebrations
A place for families with children of all ages to enjoy
A place for families - young and old-- that means activities, seating, shade
a place for events/performances
a place for Bountiful residents to gather and do the Farmers Market, Car Show, etc.
a park that we can play sports and spend the day hanging out. We have plenty of parks that aren't being used, why another?
A new library would be SO great!!!!!
A new library
A new Library
a new library
a mix of amazing architecture and green space
A memorial to our veterans
a meeting space outside of the elements, but not a cement building.
a lot of trees/shade/gardens
a great water feature
A good skatepark that allows our children and grandchildren to participate in athleticism and skilled sports outside of team sports
A gathering place for people at any time
A gathering place for families to enjoy art, music, and food
A gathering place for families and vendors
A gathering place for events and daily fun.
A cool place to relax.
A Beautiful Fountain
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Element 2

beautiful landscape design
Seating
Narrow gauge train similar to St. George. It should be all season, holiday adaptable; Christmas train, Easter train, Halloween, etc.
Grass and TREES!!!
No large or foreboding structures or art work
Art
Benches
Stage
Lots of seating and shade
Gazebo or similar event stage-type construction
Seating for people to sit and enjoy. Shade trees.
places to sit back, relax, socialize
Place for community events, concerts, outdoor plays etc. Even an ice skating rink in the winter.
I think our Tax dollars should be better spent on other items and issues
Splash pad
Grassand walking path
no new library
Have you ever seen the TV show Hart of Dixie, watch it and enjoy the way the made "Southern Bell" work for the city. We need to
celebrate the Pioneer fun.
Parking
Mutiple use area with many functions, soccer, closed/ open pavillion, year round usage
natural looking water landscaping with stone/wood seating areas
A Place of for entertainment
varying conversational areas
Seating availability
Green space with walking path
community togetherness--another venue to host gatherings, street dances, Tour of Utah, etc
beautiful trees and art are my favorite
New library with interactive spaces for kids
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Restrooms and drinking fountains
holiday themed events along with main street businnes
New library would be great
I don't see a bright future for the businesses on Main Stree if you dont incorporat adult oriented establishments (bars, bistros).
Something for children to do.
interactive public art
Water feature of some kind
No water features in Plaza. Remember we live in a desert. Water features have already been included in other parks and playgrounds
(new Creekside Park).
Shady places to visit or eat food purchased in downtown
Interactive art. The Bean, Crown fountain, Murals by JR, etc are all great examples
Water fountains
seating that is comfortable
No new plaza
Lots of shade and places to sit.
Indoor art center for plays and community gatherings
Plenty of grassy areas and trees to keep the place cool
Open design. Easy access from all angles.
A water feature that is artistic (fountains that can be just watched for enjoyment) as well as fun for kids to splash in.
A place to relax
Water feature that ties with the feel of our mountains
wifi
shade
Seating
adequate parking to accomodate events - it is frustrating to go to a downtown area and not have parking available
great seating and shade
Shade and places to sit
beautiful art
Seating
Water feature
A play area for the kids, including a water fountain
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Water feature that children could play in that is also decorative. Not like a splash pad that looks like a splash pad.
public art display
small area for concerts etc.
Grass
Make the features usable for more than one season of the year. have any water features structured so the space would be used at
other times of the year.
Is this plaza a forgone conclusion?
Water feature or other "draw" to invite people to the area
I DON'T WANT A PLAZA
Play area for children
Shade parking restooms
seating
dont do it
Not a skate park
Activity area
Water feature
Open up the Plaza to Main via a mid-block connection
Open space, water features and sidewalk restaurants.
permanent seating for picnics and kid water feature
The plaza should be used for smaller intimate gatherings. Don't try to make it everything for all.
Library
Interactive fun
Convertability for Downtown Concerts/Events
Hosting many events such as the car show and summer concert series is nice but lets get things in the winter too
sitting - eating area
invite business and eliminate trips to Centerville and Salt Lake City
Walking/jogging path
Green space with seating
Features that children like to safely interact with/climb on.
something for all ages
Gardens
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have a 'barn raising' event
Surrounding Lawn
Pant more trees to give more had on the south side of the Stoker School plot
Open space
Places to sit, picnic, socialize
artistic features that invite interaction without catering only to children
If you have benches make sure they have adequate lumbar support
Shade
grass
Ice Rink
Lawn space
Shaded Picnic Area
abundance of plants
Leave the farmers market in the 400 N Park, so it will have adequate parking.
Comfortable and functional seating event space
Play area
Green and inviting
Food
None
Safety for pedestrians
Wifi
water feature
seating and restrooms to accommodate the people that will come
wifi
Artistic and architectural taste
Something for all ages
Fun
Have Mayor Lewis get out of public office and don't come back
Grass/picnic area/trees
seating
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Dog/pet Friendly
Historic Murals of Bountiful's growth and prominent leaders
Shaded seating area
Seating
Quiet outdoor space to read and mdutate in the shade
Beautiful water feature
Farmers market and other greenspace area
It
Water for playing in.
no city hall
Centered around history, simply done with taste
Social
See #1
Trees
Place of Honor for Stoker Building/Veterans
Memorial: veterans & pioneer heritage
Wrong
Family activity draw with water and/ or grass
Splash pad
Lawn
lunch friendly
Boutique Hotel and Conference
A place to support farmers market and other events
Fun water fountain that can be played in similar to City Creek
permanent picnic tables and bathrooms
Splash pad
A grassy area for picnics and concerts.
Beautifully designed seating area
Water feature
theme elements that tie in with Main Street to attract a destination - cottages, merry go round, train, windmill, something with a theme
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Public library
Water fountains to play in
Less cars.
Picnic area and seating for relaxation and shade trees
Seating under shade
open area to relax or play
Mature trees, or other way to provide shade.
Comfortable area for lounging on grass in shade
Activity
Gathering Space; ampetheatre
shade, place to relax and visit
A new Library!!
keeping easy access to Creative Arts Academy
New Library
Relaxing green space
Ample shade, seating, and cooling
We do not need a "Brand new" Library
Keep 200 south open
Area for the farmer’s market to expand
water activity and interactive games
Great seating, possibly with changeable sun or weather protection, depending on the season.
Enough lighting to enjoy it at night
Comfortable seating
Ice skating rink
Continual access to 200 south
Water fountain
water
Seating
water feature
How about recycle cans incorporated into the downtown area, and then have someone pick up regularly. The current downtown
garbage cans are not emptied as often as needed.
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more food options--food drives us home if there aren't restaurant/food truck/easy access to food.
Art
Splash pad
Nod to Stoker school by using the bricks.
Water feature
NO WATER FEATURE
Water feature
Library + grassy area
CLEAN public restrooms
Show me how much any of this would cost.
Electrical accommodations for a great Farmer's Market
Library. It might be nice to design it to look historic. In a good way!
family friendly
Free WiFi
Splash pad
Open grass areas
Art
Trees
Water area for children
Veteran memorial
Shade
Grassy area
Grassy area
Small water feature
Small Stage
Bathrooms, water, and night time electricty
Indoor/outdoor study area to provide relaxation and meditation to all ages. Can also be used by local clubs in the area to draw in
manageable crowds.
Water feature
keeping 200 S open to traffic
Good lighting
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Pretty
Library
Holiday activities
Trees!
Grass area
Water
X
Library
Library
Grassy areas
open area shaded area
Water splash pad
Keep 200 South Open!
Seating area
Open area with wifi
Walking/jogging path
Playground
Gorgeous, colorful flowers that smell wonderful and attract butterflies and hummingbirds
Shade
go carts
interactive/water features
Place are food trucks could come at lunch and others would come to eat there.
Accessible year round
shade
quaint
Lots of open grass space that could be used for blanket seating during events but also large enough for informal games of frisbee,
football, ultimate, soccer, etc.
Fountain or water feature
aesthetically pleasing
Places to sit
Plenty of parking
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Seating
very clean
Playground
A playground
water feature
New Library plaza
Water
Trees and greenery
CPTED, natural security features like open views, clear designated areas, easy cleanable surfaces, etc.
Make it low tech. We don't need a bunch of hard to maintain equipment and we all get plenty of electronics at home.
The stage over at Bountiful park is so nicely situated with all those shade trees for the audience. I can't imagine anything being able to
top that until after decades of growth.
Veterans Memorial
Outdoor ice rink
Splash park
Water Feature
Dog Park!!
SHADE!!!!!!
Events that include the retailers on Main streeet
Trees to sit under & enjoy
Friends
Nice shade and landscaping
water feature to play in
Stage
Interactive Elements
Dog-friendly Park
well-lit
Shaded picnic/ stage area for events (Tour Utah and other downtown events)
I also love the idea of a performing stage! Up in the revitalized downtown Ogden, there is a wonderful amphitheater designed by my
late friend Bill Salerno. It stands today as a perfect gathering place for concert series', community events, and performances.
Water
Gathering space with lawn
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Seating for picnics/lunch
Quiet
Shade
Place to sit and talk and eat
Playground with new type of play area
Open space
Water feature
I also think a place to run or jog with a pathway would be wonderful.
Retrooms
Bathrooms!
Library
adequate seating and lighting
NO PLAZA
Memorials to Veterans
Bathroom
An open area with seating that surrounds it
Dog-friendly
Interactive play area
flexible use
Large grass area
Grass area
Picnic tables and gathering place for neighbors
Water
Major elements should be subject to a citizens' voting process
space for summer waterpark, skate in winter.
No water feature
Open space
Something that is not a park and will encourage stores to stay open and people to go downtown more than to watch their kids play in a
water featrue that is full of water that cannot be purified fast enough because it cycles thru so quickly. Use your imagination
Do not bond it
Farmer's market.
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Famly Friendly Water Feature
seating and shade
recreation activites
Relaxing
All-Seasons
Grassy area
Old fashioned Main Street feel
artistic
don't need the plaza
Shaded seats near splash pad
Public areas
accessible
Family gathering place for fun, activities, community events
Bathrooms
Family
Ability to use it for public events
A farmers market
Facilities for events (performances, farmer's market, celebrations, carnivals) - but, please, NO LIBRARY!!
a place for people to come enjoy and picnic and read
Family seating
Water spouts
Public restrooms
Expectations and rules to govern the behavior/ill behavior of visitors.
Areas for children to play with easy adult supervision
memorials to stoker school, pioneers and area military vets
place for kids
Trees
Cleanliness. Expert upkeep. Traditional artchitecture.
Cool art
Gathering place for lunch and rest.
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food
Interesting Art Features
parking and bathrooms
Historic
Art pieces
Play/gathering features--splash pad, play ground, seating, and picnic areas
Restrooms
Available public restrooms
Place for Public Gathering
art features
restrooms
Casual seating
Grass area
Shops cafes
Dog park
Outdoor fireplace to make the plaza inviting in the winter.
Water feature
Rotating food truck schedule
Places to eat
grass feild
Art
Street lanterns and hanging flower baskets. Trees with small white lights lining walking paths that wind around grassy areas and flower
beds.
Stage
Gardens/maze
Broken up into smaller areas of varying sizes and purposes, some loud and active and other soft and reflective. Made so that you can
spend time in different places,each with a different feel.
somewhere to sit
Grass area
Build the library there.
Quaint, inviting, peaceful - sense of feeling safe to relax with family
Play area and grass
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easy pedestrian access
Some seating and lunch area.
Better restaurants and shops that people are interested in
lawn and sitting areas
parking
Beautiful, Functional, Inviting Seating
Shade
It is using money for more valuable purposes.
Grass play area
park
Water elememt /ice
Catch basin to catch and resuse rainwater
Free secure wifi
Electricity for farmer's market
Free Wifi
WATER
Gathering Place
Place for Kids to play
Accessible
Place to enjoy music and the outdoors
Fun
Art
water feature
amphitheater
Water splash feature
Public restrooms. I love the Car Show, but it is so hard to find a place for a 5 year old to go to the bathroom when he REALLY needs to
go.
Farmer's market
awesome cool unique areas to sit
Modern art. Imaginative and bold.
No splash pad or interactive water feature!
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Making it a comfortable place to relax and socialize. That hometown feeling of years past.
grass
Community art
Plenty of Seating
Good parking for creative arts academy
evening entertaintment like Brigham Park in SLC
small stage or ampitheatre
Seating /picnic area with shade
Memory
places to sit and enjoy a book or lunch or both
Trees
A place to have special events and occasions like fairs and performances
Sitting area
Free public WiFi
Lots of glass
Keep the Large Trees
Library
Natural lookin water feature
Large Flagpole
Open with Landscaping
Clean
Trees
serenity
Aesthetic
Walking path
Dog friendly
Lots of shade trees and water
Water area
Skatepark
Miniature golf course
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Celebrate the area where stoker school was and repurposing it as a plaza
Food kiosks
Seating
Let us vote on this
seating in the design with trees
Do not move the library.
Food truck area
create levels so that the space becomes more flexible in its use
Open grass/picnic area
water feature
Get people to use main street to help current buisness and grow new ones
Statues of Children playing
Shade! But also heating in the winter.
Fun
Keep Shade Trees
Water feature in play in
I like the idea of having a place to sit and eat/ relax
Water feature
Walking trail
Multifunction library across the street
Library
Seating area
open grass
Access for bikes and pedestrians from throughout the city. (Bike lanes and multi-use paths to connect to downtown, especially east to
west.) Because our city has the fewest/worst bike parking and bike lanes of any city I've lived in, and it reduces public involvement on a
regular basis.
Area for outdoor classes
Shade near the water features for moms
water feature
Food opportunities
playful
Encourage activities around the beautiful new history museum
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Water feature to use year round (it would have to change in the winter)
Place to play and climb incorporated
Adequate grass space
Splash Pad
Shade
Play feature
Bathrooms
Modern art installation
Multi-purpose stage
Open space with grass and nice gardens
Seating
Something for teenage age like a skate park
Skateboarding
Library
Clean
Outdoor movies
Cool art
Walking/ Jogging area sound great
Need better cross walks. Use flags, etc
Nature
Walk ways
Wifi
Open space with lawn.
Fun to visit all times of the year
Water feature
Sand
Water features
Open space
Library
Seating for picnics and enjoying the out doors
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Get back to our roots, literally. Show what Bountiful once was with growing foods.
Shade trees
Safe and Secure
Large area conducive for events, concerts, farmer market, etc...
Open spaces for our families
New library
Make the plaza a convenient place to stop by on a regular basis not only special occassions
water feature
Nine Square (would double as climbing feature)
Water feature
Seating or fountains that honor the local natural terrain
Water feature
Water park
Community garden
grass
Cool water park/feature! Bouldering wall!
Water feature
Splash pad for kids
Open space
Water fixture or splash pad
Seating around the area
grass
Green space
Shade for relaxing.
Great seating so people want to hang out for a while
exercise equipment such as a pull up bar and an area to run like a track, so we don't have to use the high school
Fun
Green space, flowers, trees
Area for wedding receptions
water
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SEATING with back support
No sports field
shady and grassy place to congregate, play, eat
jogging path with trees
Water feature
Beautiful peaceful place with parking
Public space for families
Play area with water fountains for summer and maybe an area in the winter for a small ice rink.
parking
open
Activity areas
Family oriented activities
water element with can be decorative
Shade
Food cart area
Cross over events with merchants
Interactive art
picnic
Stop pushing for a plaza when we don't want one
Modern landscaping
Year-round activities
Historic
Trees
Family oriented (not a skate park)
Water feature
Farmington has rock buildings, Bountiful has WHAT?? What are we known for??
Public picnic areas/pavilions available for families (without needing a reservation, or at least a free reservation)
Library
Public restrooms
Memorial to John Stoker house, Stoker School, Central School, and the Relief Society storehouse that used to be on the property.
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Water Feature
Year round bathrooms
Fun for adults
Interactive play
Water
Water activities for families
place to walk around, sitting
Adequate parking for events like Farmers Market & Food Trucks
support farmers market
Water
Innovative and appealing architecture! Something that looks refreshing, gorgeous and modern.
green space preserved
A good, inviting color palate, not just the modern look.
Expanded farmers market
Beautiful and playful sculptures
Art
free sitting in shade all built in and non movable
Chess boards built into tables so people can play
support for farmers' market
Splash pad
a water feature that allows kids to cool off in the hot summer, a shade feature would also be ideal
Native grasses
Bountiful doesn't do enough to educate on our history. Have some neat ways to communicate that without "just another
statue/monument."
Power the entire Plaza with solar power
Food
Splash Pad
Open bathrooms year-round
Stoker school
ice rink in winter
Open play/sitting area
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Maintenance
Things for adults to enjoy
Recreational use
Grass
would love a water feature so we don't have to drive to Layton or Bluffdale for that.
Water feature
Cool outside the box rock and water feature.
Maintain open green space
Free Wifi
A quiet shady place to gather and visit.
Community
Tacos
shade
Aesthetic
Nice places to sit
Modern art
A stage
Shade
Bigger farmer's market with more produce and less crafts
Open areas, walkways, seating, and ampitheatre
Curved paths, not straight or blocky.
welcoming
lots of seating
Food
shaded walk ways
Place to eat
Stuff to make the park feel cozy. Small, neat areas to discover things, sit, relax, explore, etc.
Electrical expansion to expand farmer's market
open space for visiting/picnics/etc.
Adequate seating that will invite people to the area just enjoy the outdoors or to socialize with others.
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Weekly concert series
community gardens
Shaded seating areas
Shops on all sides to keep noise down for neighbors and allow more shopping.
Green
Safety
Comfortable sitting places around the space.
A FRIENDLY A COZY ATMOSPHERE
Public library to draw more people to the heart of downtown Bountiful
Grassy area
Design with kids and high school on mind. We have 3 high schools very close by
Welcoming
Lots of trees
water
Work Outside Spots
ability to have activities/concerts
walking paths
place for food trucks
Performance area
Repaving our crumbling roads would be nice.
water element and interactive play areas
Art
New Library
Fitness/Bike park/Pump Track
Classy
art
Music stage
Shade
Adequate parking
Water feature
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Place for family to gather
Cement walkways. A lot of people really don't like walking on grass. But grass can be incorporated in it- but have ways to get around
without walking on grass
internet
Art & Design
Area for kids
Accomodate events such as music and Farmer's Market
Biking/walking trail around area
free wifi
Comfortable sitting for socializing
walking path
free wifi
Library remodel
lots of trees
Walking Trail
New library
Wifi
Local food
Open Space
jogging trail
Walking path
More trees and flowers
Sitting and gathering areas to enjoy with friends and neighbors (need shade)
Little cafes or restaurants. So you can go and grab an ice cream and then go sit at the plaza and watch your kids play.
incorporate art in seating areas
Interactive water feature
Grass seating
Shade Trees
Access to public facilities to improve the Main Street experience
A path with interactive art, like storybook gardens/international gardens.
seats
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Shade
Seating
activities for families (farmers market, food trucks)
A new library to replace the old one
An empty field with trees
Expansion of the farmers market
Splash pad
A winter activity such as ice skating
Trees and open space
Restrooms
Safe - lighting at night (can be turned off for events), maybe a police call box and/or cameras?
Walking path
Pedestrian only - racks for bikes on the outside and no skateboards etc. so little kids can wander without danger
Stage for plays & special events
Local Events
Lighting
Environmentally aware
Seating
Children/Future
Keep the greenspace which adds comfort and color to the atmosphere
Fun
Butterfly garden
water feature
increase exercising
Plenty of seating outdoor with cone partially covered options
Gathering Place
seating and open space for small (4-8 people) and larger groups (15-30)
paths and shade to support farmers market
Seating
Free wifi
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comfortable seating for socializing
Water feature with natural stone
Trees for shade and beauty
Farmers market!
Food
New library
Plenty of Parking
Dog park
Teaching and learning space, stage is good for that.
Stop
Trees/shade
a gathering place, such as the library, small vendors? cafe?
Seating
Wifi
Ambience: shade, pretty plants, water. (NOT a splash pad.)
New library!
Pedrstrian path
Covered seating for parties and pick nicks. Outdoor lighting.
safe secure and family friendly
Stage for music and events
A new generation of bountiful'ites is movin in. Help us make it our own
An area that welcomes all elements of the community
Water feature for kids
Picnic area.
Playground area for children
Music
Sitting and shade for every day use.
Fire pits
Walking paths
Beauty
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Places for children to play
Stage area
Accessible and friendly
grass and seating
Grass element
A water feature for kids to play
Wifi
Fixed Farmer's Market area
Parking
fire pit or illusion of fire pit or fireplace
Play area
Calm and peaceful
Grass seating area in front of stage for concerts
A place for groups to gather when needed
Fun
area for famlys to relax and enjoy nature
seeing areas
DOG SPLASH PAD
family friendly
Creativity
Places to sit
No need for a new public library. We already have one that works fine.
Small Stage
Seating
Splash pad
Usable
Art element.
Art
Affordable shopping. Bountiful cannot become an affluent suburb as it risks putting average citizens at risk and creates bad areas. See
ogden for specifics.
Architecture that reflects main Street; Classic traditional design
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Nature
Shade
Art/memorials
Open space
Oktoberfest type of event
Seating
Farmers market infrastructure
Shade
Things to play
Remembrance of Stoker School
Open grass/trees/natural elements
Sitting
No design by committee
Splash pad
Dogs allowed
Art
Honor veterans
Chocolate milk on tap
dfdfdsf
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Element 3
Seating and gathering areas
Art
Games like chess boards, early childhood play ground for small children ADA accessible.
Play areas
simplicity in design in keeping with the historic neighborhood.
Picnic area
Trees
Utah skiing and red rock, national parks represented.
Veterans Memorial
Meditational walkway labyrinth of alternating Stoker school brick with other colored stone or brick
Some sort of water feature.
amphitheater or stage for performances
Make it dignified. Bountiful is a classy area keep the city center like that. Play grounds and skating parts are not for this area. Make it a
learning area to. Where people can learn about Bountifull and its rich history and culture.
Area to sit and picnic or visit
Sitting area
no new library
Allow us to have things in The Center all year, put a heater in the gazebo so live music can stay warm sometimes.
Landscape
Farmer's Market
A place of beauty that will reflect Bountiful values and draw people to our downtown.
library (a must, with ample parking)
art - sculpture
Ice Skating in Winter
built-in games/activities
water features are always cool
Large trees for shade
Shade trees
Picnic area
Bountiful has a poor image as an excessively mormal community which is why most people go the SLC to shop, entertain and recreate.
Rather than developing a new plaza, you should focus on redeveloping vacant stip malls, excess and empty professional plazas, etc.
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Restore Stoker Scholl and turn it into something nice rather than tearing it down for a plaza.
memorial to Stoker School
Enough seating to encourage friendly communication
Allow dogs on leash.
Pieces of art or history to view...changing regularly
ART ART ART ART!!
Public restrooms that are kept clean
water feature and fire places
Just replace the area with a simple city park
No highrise/multifamily housing.
Unique art for social media posts
Have water features and play areas for children
Shade. Did I mention shade?
Lots of comfortable seating.
A place to engage
swings
seats with backs
Trees
Interesting, educational, Interactive features for both young and old- water / ice skating feature
Great design that invites energy - not just passive - appropriately modern for the next generation
Maintenance, maintenance, and maintenance.
shade
Art
Picnic and Pleasant seating
Keeping it in harmony with the uniqueness of Bountiful and also not encroaching on the neighborhood around the Plaza area.
Music coming through speakers would add something extra. Not sure how hard that would be to pull off.
seating
water feature for all to enjoy, with plenty of seating and free wi fi
Parking
Nowhere did I see any mention of the cost or how it was to be paid for. How about a sinking fund from surplus.
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Library would be a good draw
I DON'T WANT A PLAZA!!!
Shade and seating FYI r families to enjoy
Nice places for photography
water feature
dont do it
Public parking
Parking
Shade trees
Open up the Plaza to Main via a mid-block connection
New library.
Dean's suggestion for more sports fields
Art and veteran memorial
Open Modern Concept
keep it clean, make sure the bathrooms are well maintained and garbages are emptied frequently.
vendor area - fizz sandwich soda candy - kid friendly
Spend dollars on improving the current infrastructure
Playground area
Pathways for walking or jogging
incorporate natural elements and promote sustainability
Gathering places: water feature, benches, tables
no modern designs that look horrible and dated after a few years.
Places to sit. Walk and Jog
Make the the plaza inclusive for all residents regardless of physical limitations.
Family-friendly activities
restrooms
a variety of seating for groups and also individuals
A water element would be nice - but not the boring splashpad, something more appealing.
People
landscaping
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some comfortable seating, those rocks in the pictures don't look to comfortable.
Walking path
Interactive Play Area
art
Carefully plan the water feature so it won’t need to be shut down for health reason like the one in Salt Lake’s Liberty Park.
Preserve streets
Trees
None
Keep the plaza well maintained
Community events
bronze honoring veterans/active service military
Better amenities to help the farmers market grow and food trucks stay longer than 8:00pm.
open space
Multifunctional
New/updated library
Fun
Water feature
restrooms
appeal to all senses: be playing music 18 hours a day, flowers that bring in great aromas,
Plenty of shady seating and grassy areas plus a water feature
Adequate parking/ access
Library and public art
Place for contemplating
lots of trees
Alone
Open grass
replace the BDAC that you tore down
Leave 1 st south alone. The church needs the street parking. Please don't make them throw away the last pieces of Bountiful history by
making them use the front lawn for parking. I will seriously throw up. Bountiful house has already taken most of the church's parking.
Please be kind.
Dog friendly
See #1. A plaza will not bring people downtown. A good restaurant or two would
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Hertitage
New Library and adjacent green space to enjoy reading
parking
Wrong
Comfortable perimeter seating for older residents
Picnic area
Water stream
walking friendly
Restrooms
a place that supports downtown
Small historical plaques along the paths that describe Bountiful's heritage
Pioneer and Veterans memorial area
Splash pad
Environmentally responsible landscaping, and water features appropriate for the second driest state in the country.
Landscaped walking path
shade
water feature that can be level to ground so festivals can be there without water and space can be used in multiple ways
Comfortable seating, shaded and grassy areas to watch children use the features.
Benches and grass area
Places to sit and walk. A peaceful place.
wiring, restrooms, and places for farmers market and other gatherings.
Restrooms
wifi and electrical access
Water feature for children to play in.
Limited amount of concrete and other hard surfaces
Learning
Art.
as much nature (trees, grass) as possible intermingled with art not overwhelming but complementary
Open space for picnics, farmers market, etc.
new library
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Great seating options
wifi, power, and seating with surfaces that can act like tables
Tell the taxpayers how much of their money you are planning to spend.
Have some type of green space.
Public Restrooms
library, veteran memorial, art designs/objects, wifi
Maybe large space heaters for winter.
A small area for a dog park
Water feature
Park for kids
outdoor plaza for summer activities
picnic
Open space
seating open space, bathrooms, interactive play
I like pictures of Bountiful businesses displayed, historical and new.
economical
Park
Farmers market
Something to do with the citizens of Bountiful, maybe a mural?
Area for picnic-ing
200 South remains open
Place to picnic and relax and a library
Water feature + grassy area
Walking path
Stage for concerts
Easy accessibility (parking) and public restrooms.
functionality for many different events
Playground
Shade
Water/Ice skate feature
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Space for family bonding
After dark lighting
Seating
Splash pad
Water
Trees, plants and flowers
Good restaurants
A beautiful path made out of cobblestone, brick, or flagstone, etc. with nice seating around. Lots of trees so it's not just wide open.
Shade and seating
free wi fi
Beautiful visual and audio ambiance to set an enjoyable atmosphere to all who come to the plaza.
Open space
green space with a small stage
Access open to 200 south
Free
Play structures for young children
Parking
Library - like kaysville library /splash pad
Seating
X
Good shaded seating
Shade and picnic areas
Nice seats
nice plaza
historic charm and architecture
Plenty of Parking!
Play space
Water park
Cool art
Wifi
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Designed in a way so that open space is shielded from traffic noises
Space/area for the kids to play
turtles everywhere
good seating
Bathrooms that are nice but easy to maintain (and that are maintained *cough, cough* city park on 400 N.) Whatever someone was
thinking when they changed the 400 N park, don't think that.
Wifi
grass area
peaceful
Places to sit and to leisurely walk
safe
Walking path
Winter activities
Fountain/Water Feature
safe, but able to close off for safety reasons
Grass area & area to ride bikes
New library
allow for festivals and events
Shade to enjoy
Grass
Seating and shade.
Use the whole area including the land across the street, close 200 south, make this a quality place to come and visit.
Make it conducive to physical exercise.
Winter weather feature
Shade and grass
Old fashioned movie cinema
Pic Nic Area
Dog Park
Ice Skating in the Winter
Adequate patrol to make sure it doesn’t become a nuisance to the adjacent homeowners
Fountain to add an element of cool
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Fun
Stage area for small events
wifi, movie nights and food vendors like food trucks
Play elements
Amphitheater
Dogs being allowed in and near the park.
riverfront....
Bathrooms to help with events and sports practices
Green space + food. I'm pretty easy here. I need a place to lounge and a place to eat! One concern I have with a splash pad or other
ideas is with the hundreds of children entering in and out of Creative Arts Academy daily - if those features were available, the faculty
and parents would not be able to keep track of them adequately. With a simpler option like green space, benches, and a cafe, I
wouldn't be worried about little ones straying over to play in a water feature.
Trees
WiFi, bathrooms, seating for events and everyday
Community Wi-Fi
Nature-based
Things for kids to do while moms and dads visit.
Place for small singing performances
Skate park
No street access
Support for farmers market
Enough parking is crucial and not taking away the street is VITAL. I drop my kids off at Creative Arts every single day, and getting rid of
the street would require us to drop them off at the front, which is extremely dangerous for our children. Thank you for listening to our
thoughts.
Artwork
Benches!
Green space
meandering pathways
NO PLAZA
Kid friendly water space with seats and shade for older citizens.
Seating
Waking/jogging path
New library
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Ice rink in the winter
designed along with the architecture
Farmers market
Water feature
Gathering place for senior residents to sit and visit
Seating
Should not be approved by a committee but rather by the voters
everyday use for familys that can be turned into gathering space for large events.
do not block off 2nd South
Concert venue
Someone else other than Lewis wins the majorial race
Do not build it unless the city votes on it.
Wi Fi.
Farmer's Market accomodations
honoring bountiful's history
space
Family-friendly
Large enough
Skate park
Safe structures designed to protect especially children in activities that may be engendered by plaza features.
new
don't want to spend money on plaza
Playground near splash pad
Lighting
stimulate the economy
Honoring Bountiful's great heritage
Seating areas and open grass space
Unity
Spaces to relax and meet
Public meeting and entertainment place
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Water play area with rocks and creeks for the kids to get their feet wet and splash!
Dog Park
Avoid the Clutter of a lot of structures and landscaping rocks
fun places to sit
Keep 200 s open
A dress code. Workers and visitors must be clean and covered. Tatters not acceptable.
open green space
concert stage, electrical, keep big trees
coffee shop
Small covered pavilion’s with tables and seating
Keep vendors, hillbillies, and promotors out. Make it a haven for pleasant thoughts, artistic, preservation.
Place for families to gather on a grassy area
Family activities for picnics and gatherings and of course it goes that parking is convenient. Not like the rec center
entertainment
NO WATER FEATURE...EVER - it will end up being a disaster
water feature
Atmosphere with music, lighting and seating with fire pits in the winter
Picnics areas
Easy, convenient, plentiful parking that is not an eyesore w/ lots of public amenities like drinking fountains and bathrooms.
Clean and safe (no splash pads or skate parks, please! I manage the Grand Ballroom next to this lot, and we really need something
clean and safe for guests of our venue and dancers at Creative Arts Academy).
No water feature
Community events
picnic areas
adiqute parking
Reception center
Honor heritage
Beautiful seating
Grass area
Interactive stands like face painting, crafts, or something unique to the plaza
Area for events and concerts
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new libray
Trees and flower beds
Unique shops, cafes, old fashioned soda fountain/candy shop like the old "Service Drug".
Artistic seating
Lots of shade
Some verticality in the terrain.
water feature
Love the idea of calling it Stoker Plaza!
Build the library there.
City needs a dog park somewhere
Amenities - restrooms, power
easy conversion to outdoor market
New well thought out electrical service to use at the events we have. Don't bury it in the dirt. Talk to the guys that have to keep it
working for ideas.
Shady area with tables and comfortable seating for lunches and picnics.
public library and Veterans memorial
lawn
Library
Entertainment
Where are you getting the money to do the things you think are so wonderful?
Seating for leisure and eating
please
Green áreas
Xericase demonstration garden
Public restrooms opem year round
Shade
Walking and exercise opportunities
PUBLIC RESTROOMS AND WIFI
Public restrooms
Place to Pick nicks
Historical
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Music
Water
concrete/sitting area for picnic or outdoor event
music
Seating and or tables
This probably isn't the right spot for a community garden (though I want one of those really bad!), so I'm going to say let's have some
bbq pits or a pavilion that can be rented for family reunions or other events
Free interactive children's museum
lotsof shade/ trees
Grass.
Library!!!!
Grass to play on and sit on under trees with areas to watch performances.
really cooll art
Concerts once every week or so
Plenty of Parking
I’m still mad you did what you did
Seating for moms, interactive play for kids
grass area
New library
Play
good parking
Pavilion
A Place that adds more variety and character to bountiful's main street.
Flowers
Open space
Beautiful landscaping
Both Shaded AND Sun Seating
Water feature
Classy high-art sculptures/elements
all or walk with the names of veterans who died serving our country
A water park would be marvelous
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Beautiful
Interactive
benches and drinking fountain
Open
Library
Misting machines for summer fire pits or heaters for winter
Ice skating
Beautiful design
Skatepark
Splash pad
Shade
Parking
restrooms and parking
No more commercial entities down town.
Incorporate trees, Bountiful used to covered in Orchards and large shade trees
gathering/seating space
Interesting/unique public art feature that brings people to bountiful just to see it. Maybe quirky or weird. (please, NO dull pioneer
statues!)
Bringing the community together by highlighting the best features bountiful has to offer
Family friendly
Public Restrooms
I dont want any trees torn down I think anything built can easily incorporate them and its always nice for shade
Relaxing grass area with seats and shade
Grass and shade
Festival readiness...with an upper deck level circling the park where kids can run forever...amd adults too...you just have to plan for
snow and snow removal and ice
restrooms
space for public events
fun interactive art
Keeping the government campus where it is, south of 500 South. Moving it won't bring in significant revenue but will cost millions.
Water features and provacative archtecture
Ability to host community plays/groups
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library
Entertainment
vibrant
The Tour of Utah is nice could the City do activities like that?
Non smoking public area
Shade
Shade
Wifi
Welcoming area
events
Water feature
Walking only
Play area for kids
Activities
A velodrome. I know it's unlikely, but a man can dream can't he?
Skating
Grass space
Natural
A stoker school sign made out of stoker school bricks saying "Stoker school"
Public WIFI AMAZING
One of the things I've enjoyed a lot this year are the food trucks. Bountiful Main doesn't offer much for food.
Quiet
Water feature
Sitting area with local art to view
Wifi and comfortable places to sit and just enjoy the activitys going on in the plaza.
Accessible
Restrooms
Fire gatherings
Year round rest rooms
Easily & maintained with minimum expense.
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Grass area
Art
A place of learning and peaceful enjoyment and remembering Gods beautiful world and taking care of it.
Big enough lawn area for the kids to play on
Proper Parking
Not to expensive. Make it a nice place to go but no need to spend tons of money unnecessarily. The beauty of Bountiful is simplify and
the wildlife and mountains. Keep that feel consistent and don't invest in things that aren't necessarily needed
Veterens memorial
Accomodations for festivals
Accessible to all (Ramps incorporated, clear pathways easy to navigate)
shaded seating
Seating area
Open grass area
Art in area
Memorial
Gathering place with food and beautiful space
restrooms
Skate park! Yay!
multi use space
New library
Benches with shade
Grassy area
Grass, shade trees
fountain
Interactive water feature
Interesting community events - for everyone.
Things that invite visitors to stay - fun interactive art and play features, wi-fi, music on the hour, etc.
lots of grass and trees
Community
Sculpture
Picnic area w/ tables and a pavilion for cover when it rains
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stone
lots of options NOT just open park field-something interactive
No splash pad
bathrooms
good seating
Lots of community events held there
Library & Events---like Christmas lighting, farmer's market, etc.
Design parking to keep the integrity of the area
Maybe a small playground for young kids.
water
art
Open space
Place to hang out
trees & grass
Quiet areas apart from children play areas
Shade and pet free lawn, equally. Important
Permanent home for car show, chalk art, and music festivals
Low key water feature. Not a splash pad
restrooms
Listen to your constituents
Chess/Checkers boards? board game playing areas.
History and Heritage
Unique
Water features
Water feature
Green space
Remember the Alamo - remember Lee's cafe. Early style was important to our GRAND design.
Ice rink
Shade
Incorporating art
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Covered Areas to Gather and sit.
Open grass
Clean
Publicized events
Wifi
Large grass area
Adequate lighting to provide security after dark
interactive art by local artist
Really cool interactive elements that are fun and could incorporate technology.
designated quiet areas/activity areas
Shade trees on the east and west sides
Good place to host special events like movies in the park or concerts
Seating
white wall for showing movies that people could gather and watch weekly
A playground for kids with swings
Something else interactive for the splash pad "off seasons"
a small stage for music and other events
Dog friendly
Make some areas conducive to play for children, but reserve others for quiet reflection that may have a solid barrier to dampen the
noise.
Utilize Design Elements that reflect nature and sustainable materials as much as possible avoid unsustainable materials such as
concrete and steel as much as possible
Bathrooms year round
New Library
Places for food trucks
Stoker school
easy parking
Social
A place for students
Low maintenance and limited liabilities
Tables
Clean place to eat, most of the tables at the existing parks are filthy.
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Wifi
Veterans memorial.
Sports fields
Year round restrooms
A place to celebrate our Bountiful heritage.
Outdoor activities
Open space
tables
Balanced
Shade trees
Music, or stage for live performances by local and aspiring artists
Large grass area
Public restroom
Plenty of green
A lot of big tall trees.
History appreciation displays/statues
wholesome
water feature and grass, but pets not allowed because then the grass won't be usable
central gathering space supported by activities, shade, seating etc.
fun for the kids
Something neat where the grass soccer field is now. The library would be great there!
Parking that can be converted for festivals
space for FOOD TRUCKS or SNOW CONE STANDS!!!
Water features and fountains. A water feature for children would be wonderful, but should not be placed centrally unless it is flat in
design. Too many rocks/waterfalls/shallow channels would inhibit the use of the plaza for large crowds if it is a central feature.
Activity stations for all ages
Wifi
Public art/plaques to educate about Bountiful history
Plenty of parking to encourage people to come.
Self Sustainable
Events
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Interactive water feature
KEEP THE INTEGRITY OF A SMALL CITY
Playground
Not only a farmers market boutique but foods, parade, small businesses
Fun
Amparheater
flowers and shade tress
Farmers Market Improvements TALK TO THE FARMERS!
grass area
interactive art
Event Space
Stop raising my taxes through "Electricity Rate Increases" that are used for other city budget items.
restroom
Shade
Pavilion for large gatherings and musical events
Bountiful nostalgia/art/photos
Fun
water
Lots of benches and seating
Open and Kid Friendly
Restrooms, Power, Stage
Shaded picnic and/or sitting area
Place for public events
(No dogs aloud! ) Bountiful parks already have too many grassy areas with dog poop! We can't walk or enjoy the area with poop in the
grass- the only way to avoid that is to say no dogs aloud!
open lawn space
Water features and seating areas
Remember Stoker heritage
Leave the big trees in place and plant more
adequate parking that allows closure for larger activities
Wi-fi and power for entertainment and events
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open area
little kids play area
Big shade trees
interactive educational features
Seating
Places to sit
Calm area - not just for kids
Local arts
Public Restrooms
Small efficient building that isn't a waste of space or funds
Dog park
Shady spaces with seating and drinking fountains
Areas for farmers market and other events to gather the community
Comfortable seating for relaxing and socializing
Public restrooms
Regular planned events to draw interest.
Fun and interesting elements to make it a good spot to spend time
Awesome trees for a fun Christmas/tree lighting event, plus for the kids to climb.
Restrooms
Bathrooms
Shade
library improvement
Interactive art or structures for children to play
Sell the land for development? We already have tons of space near the old city hall-we don't need this :)
Keep the bountiful heritage present and intimate
Splash pad
A way to expand the Farmers Market.
Library
Adequate parking
Inviting - nice to look at, adequate useful seating, shade, fun things to do and look at
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Library
Beautiful atmosphere with lampposts and flowers and historic charm.
Places to sit (in shade if possible) & enjoy the activities.
Shade/comfortable seating
Activities in the evening
Clean
Playground
Green
Connective walkways and trails to different spaces so people know they can be used
Fun
Opportunities for winter activities
open green space
eating healthy
Activities for children and evening options as well for families
Show and Tell events
welcoming and engaging space to make it a destination
stage for events WITH SHADE
Shade
Open grassy area
plenty of shade and access to water for hot summer days
Convienient parking and access
Veteran's memorial
Fats market!
Fun
Free wifi
Big Shady Trees
Dog park
Waste
Grass
encourage the area to be used by those living in the old fort area as a draw for people to move here as much as for a place to draw
customers for businesses. If people move in, then businesses will come to serve them.
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Open grass space
Water/play area for kids
Everyday public-use amenities: restrooms, drinking fountain, open wi-fi.
New library!
Grassy areas for picnics
Ice-skating rink for winter time.
low cost.
A lot of seating
An area that is always clean, well maintained and safe and secure for everyone
Places to sit for family use
Parking.
Chalk art space
Space
Restrooms for daily and event use.
Preserve older trees in the area for Christmas lights.
Art
Fun
Lots of trees.
Grass/picnic area
Inspiring and connected
shade
Great shaded seating
Things that help the farmers market expand
Social
Shady spots for picnics/family friendly areas
Wifi
music
Stage
Family friendly
Lots of shaded areas
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A place for children to play
Functional
parking area
bathrooms
DOG POO BAGS
entertainment focused
Positive social interaction
Community events area
Restrooms open year round.
New Library
Playground type equipment
Splash pad
Versatile
Transportation.
Open space
The city should actually just save this money and create an affordable day care option for parents instead.
Water feature that inspires
Space for family gatherings
Free wifi
Stage for community events
Play features
Farmers market
Water feature
Shade trees
Interactive
Power hookups
Ice rink/ winter element!
Adult friendly not just for kids
Dog park
Green space
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"Liberty Park" vibe
jogging path
Place to relax and enjoy the scenery
more pizza!

End of Survey Downtown Plaza Survey results
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